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JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
Regular Meeting of January 8, 1998
9:00a.m.
REVISED AGENDA

I.

II.

*

CALL
A.
B.
C.
D.

TO ORDER
Approve agenda of January 8, 1997 regular meeting.
Approve minutes of December 11, 1997 Board Workshop.
Approve minutes of December 11, 1997 regular meeting.
Approve Executive Committee Actions.

ACTION ITEMS
A.
Contract Award Computer Enhancement Consultant
B.
lnterlocal Agreement- Pinellas Early Childhood Collaborative
C.
Matching Grant Suncoast Girl Scout Council Membership Outreach
D.
Personnel Practices/Policies Revisions
E.
Revenue Enhancement - Agreement with Palm Beach Children's Services
Council
F.
Proposed Child Abuse Legislation

Ill.

PRESENTATION
Implementation of the Strategic Plan

IV.

INFORMATION ITEMS
A.
Progress in Reprogramming Residential Treatment Programs
B.
Pinellas Early Childhood Collaborative Report
C.
Neighborhood Family Centers Newsletter
D.
Healthy Kids Monitoring Report
E.
Personnel Report for December
F.
Financial Report for December (to be distributed)
G.
Media Items
H.
Site Visit - Schedule and Summaries
I.
Training Center Report

V.

OPEN AGENDA
The Juvenile Welfare Board welcomes input from Pinellas County citizens. Requests
for special funding are not appropriate during the Open Agenda portion of the Board
meeting.

VI.

ADJOURNMENT

The next regularly scheduled meeting of the JWB is Thursday, February 12, 1998, 9:00a.m.

*

Item II.F. has been added to the agenda.

MARTHA C. MADDUX, Chair

JAMES E. MILLS, ACSW, Executive Director

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
Child Abuse Services Workshop
December 11, 1997
MINUTES
Present:

Frank B. Diamond, Jr., M.D., Chair; Thomas R. Moriarty, Vice Chair; Myrtle
Smith-Carroll, Secretary; Commissioner Sallie Parks; Judge Walt Logan;
Martha Maddux; Donna McRae; James E. Mills, Executive Director; Terry
Smiljanich, Board Counsel; Barbara Murray, Executive Assistant

Absent:

Judge Peter Ramsberger

Dr. Diamond called the workshop to order at 8:10a.m.
Child Abuse Services was the subject of this workshop. An overview of District 5's
Department of Children and Families was presented by Jim Hess of the DCF. Jim Mills,
Executive Director of the Juvenile Welfare Board, briefed the Board on proposed legislation
for the privatization of Foster Care. In addition, Stephanie Judd of the Juvenile Welfare
Board reported on a visit to the Sarasota Coalition of Children and Family Services. Patsy
Buker, Suncoast Child Protection Team, presented on the model and local efforts of the
Child Advocacy Center. Sheriff Rice commented on the potential impact of the proposed
legislation on the Pinellas County Sheriff's Office.
Questions, comments and requests for further information from Board members to the
presenters included:
The type of education and training is required of the DCF Protective Services staff,
and causes for a 25% employee turnover.
Needed community elements to assist the DCF in the child protection function.
Sarasota Model areas needing more review:
- review contracts
- review additional funding needs
- confidentiality issues
,,
- expanded definition of targeted case management
- opportunity to look at outcomes of this model
- look at what type of monitoring, and the quality of monitoring
- funding utilization and differences with DCF.
The need for JWB to communicate its concerns regarding the Sarasota Model.
Interagency protocols and procedures are needed to case track throughout the
system .
It was unclear as to how involved law enforcement was in the Sarasota Model.
After leng~hy discussion, it was suggested that a small committee of key staff, community
representatives and Board members may be needed to work on the proposed legislation SB
352 with Senators Brown-Waite and Murman. Ms. Smith-Carroll and Commissioner Parks
volunteered to participate on any committee.
The workshop adjourned at 9:55a.m.

,,.
JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
Regular Meeting of December 11, 1997
MINUTES

c
Present:

Frank B. Diamond, Jr., M.D., Chair; Thomas R. Moriarty, Vice Chair; Myrtle
Smith-Carroll, Secretary; Commissioner Sallie Parks; Judge Walt Logan;
Martha Maddux; Donna McRae; James E. Mills, Executive Director; Terry
Smiljanich, Board Counsel; Barbara Murray, Executive Assistant

Absent:

Dr. J. Howard Hinesley; Judge Peter Ramsberger

Dr. Diamond called the meeting to order at 10:05 a.m. following a Board Workshop on
Child Abuse Services.
Motion:
Approve
Agenda

Commissioner Parks moved and Ms. McRae seconded a motion
which carried unanimously to approve the revised agenda of the December
11, 1997 regular meeting adding an additional Action Item to elect a new
Vice Chair.

Motion:
Approve
Minutes

Judge Logan moved and Commissioner Parks seconded a motion which
carried unanimously to approve the minutes of the November 13, 1997
minutes.

For the 15th consecutive year, Sue Waltrick, Finance, was presented with the Government
Finance Officer's Association of the United States and Canada's Award of Financial
Reporting Achievement.
Motion:
Consent
Agenda

Mr. Moriarty moved and Ms. Smith-Carroll seconded a motion which carried
unanimously to approve the following Consent Agenda Items.
1.

Approve the request to modify JWB's agreement with USF's Institute
for At Risk Infants, Children, Youth and Their families by substituting
the DLES grant for the HUD grant.
·
Fiscal Impact: No Fiscal impact. These funds were budgeted in
1997-98.

2.

Authorize staff to add one Licensing Specialist position to the Juvenile
Welfare Board Personnel System effective December 11 , 1997.
The 1997-98 contract will be amended to add the special condition:
JWB will not be obligated to replace the Department of Children and
Families' funding for the Licensing Specialist after June 30, 1998.
Fiscal Impact: None

3.

Approve a format change in the audit report beginning with Fiscal
Year 1996-97.
Fiscal Impact: Not applicable

An election was held for the Vice Chair position since Dr. Diamond replaced Ms. Maddux
as Chair of the JWB. Ms. Maddux resigned from this office but retains her position on the
Board.
Election:
Vice Chair

Ms. McRae moved to nominate Mr. Moriarty as Vice Chair for the remainder
of FY 1997-1998. Commissioner Parks seconded the motion which carried
unanimously.

Following questions and concerns directed to Willa Carson of the Greenwood Health
Resource Center, regarding funding and access to the Center, a motion was made.
Motion:
African
American
Leadership

Ms. Smith-Carroll moved and Commissioner Parks seconded a motion which
carried by majority to allocate $10,973 from Transitional Funds to the
African American Leadership Council to assist in the support of the
Greenwood Community Health Resource Center for FY 97-98, with the
Special Condition that all medical assistance will be given under the
supervision of the physician on duty. Voting "Yes", Dr. Diamond, Mr.
Moriarty, Ms. Smith-Carroll, Commissioner Parks, Ms. Maddux, Ms. McRae.
Abstaining due to a conflict of interest, Judge Logan.
Fiscal Impact: Transitional Funds line would be reduced from $303,942 to
$292,969.

Next was a presentation by staff and Dr. Claude Dharamraj, Pinellas County Public Health
Unit, on the need to expand the Healthy Families Pinellas Program into mid Pinellas County,
approve the phase out of the Family Partners Program, and expand the current Healthy
Families Pinellas south county program service area to include census tract. John
Sanquinett, Executive Director of the Exchange Center and representative of the Family
Partners Program, asked to be put on record for supporting the Healthy Families Pinellas
Program as it currently exists and he objects to its expansion, primarily he is concerned as
to what fiscal impact this expansion will have on other agencies.
·
Motion:
Healthy
Families
Pinellas

Commissioner Parks moved and Ms. McRae seconded a motion which
carried unanimously to approve the expansion of the Healthy Families
Pinellas (HFP) Program into mid Pinellas County and approve the attached
Five Year Expansion Plan as presented; to authorized staff to work with the
Pinellas County Health Department (PCHD) to develop a transitional plan,
time table and budget for phasing out the Family Partners Program and
expanding Healthy Families. (Approve an intra-agency transfer for FY 97-98
from PCHD Family Partners to PCHD Health Families necessary to
accomplish transition by 9/30/98; to.authorize up to $492,660 of Fund
Balance Dollars (up to $241,551 in FY 1999-2000, up to $174,645 in FY
2000-2001, and up to $76,464 in FY 2001-2002)to be budgeted subject to
the TRIM Process, for the HFP Program mid-county expansion; to allocate up
to $492,660 of ad valorem continuation funding (up to $241,551 in FY
2000-2001, up to $174,645 in FY 2001-2002, and $76,464 in FY 20022003) for on-going funding of the expanded HFP Program (subject to the
TRIM Process); to allocate up to $67,795 ($90,393 annualized) of
Transitional Dollars for FY 97-98 to expand the current Healthy Families
Pinellas south county program service area to include census tract 201.01;

-'
to allocate up to $50, 976 of Fund Balance Dollars (up to $25,448 in FY
1998-1999 and up to $25,488 in FY 1999-2000)for the expansion of the
current Healthy Families Pinellas south county program services area to
include census tract 201.01 (subject to the TRIM process); and to allocate
up to $141 ,369 of ad valorem continuation funding (up to $90,393
(annualized) in FY 1998-99, up to $25,448 in FY 1999-2000, and up to
$25,488 in FY 2000-2001 )for on-going funding of the current Healthy
Families Pinellas south county program service area to include census tract
201.01 (subject to the TRIM Process).
Fiscal Impact: The FY 1997-98 Transitional Funding would decrease by
$67,795 from $292,969 to $225,174. There is no other fiscal impact in FY
97/98.
The FY 98/99 Fund Balance would be reduced by $25,488.
The FY 99/00 Fund Balance would be reduced by $267,039.
The FY 00/01 Fund Balance would be reduced by $174,645.
The FY 01/02 Fund Balance would be reduced by $76,464.
Motion:
E&R
Contract
Awards

c

c

Judge Logan moved and Mr. Moriarty seconded a motion to transfer $9,759
from the FY 1997-98 Transitional Fund to the FY 1997-98 Equipment and
Renovation Fund; and to approve Equipment and Renovation requests in the
amount of $99,759 as outlined:
Girls, Inc. (computer) $1, 799; Girls, Inc. (20 tables/120 chairs) $4,335;
Suncoast Fam. YMCA (4 computers/1 laser printer/1 color) $4,447; Fl.
Parent Child (phone sys/playground/carpet) $4, 724; Comm. Svc. Foundation
(phone sys/2 computers) $2,531; St. Pete Museum of History
(computer/tv/vcr) $1 ,931 ; Asian Family Community (phone sys/voice mail)
$7 ,459; Friends of the Deaf (projector/screen/laptop) $6,589; Homeless
Emergency Project (handicap ramp/installed) $1, 725; YWCA-Family Village
(playground equipment) $7,310; PARC (playground accessible to disabled)
$7 ,500; Boys and Girls Clubs (refrigerator) $1 ,526; United Methodist Cooper
Ministries (fax/camcorder/vac./trikes/helmets/slide) $1 ,876; SCCMH-TFS (2
computers) $2,863; Family Resources-Helpline (4 computers) $5,325; Career
Options (copier w/3 yr agreement) $2,330; Family Svs. Center-3 programs
(phone sys/voice mail) $5,500; Operation PAR BETA (computer) $1 ,796;
PEMHS- Children's Managed Care (partial roof/complete roof) $4,754;
Pinellas Arts Council (computer/printer/scanner/camcorder) $2,057; Youth
Homes of FL (fence, repair building) $7, 127; CASA (freezer/refrigerator/2
paper shredders) $3, 125; PCLB (voice mail Clearwater) $6,750; Comm.
Health Center M&CC (audiometer and vision tester) $1 ,928; Exchange
Center (computer) $1,331; and Comm. Health Center (pilot audiometer)
$1,121.
Fiscal Impact: Approval of the recommended action would transfer $9,759
from the Transitional Fund to the Equipment and Renovation Fund. The
Transitional Fund would be reduced from $225, 174to $215,415. The
Equipment and Renovation Fund would be reduced from $99,759 to $0.

/

Motion:
Ms. Smith-Carroll moved and Ms. McRae seconded a motion to authorize
staff to proceed with revenue maximation efforts: to authorize staff to
Revenue
Enhancement participate in a DCF pilot project to earn Federal Title IVE funds from
existing expenditures; to authorize staff to expend up to $25,000 of existing
funds from the Administrative Budget for shared costs of jointly hiring a
consultant with the Palm Beach Children's Services Council, the Palm Beach
Health District, and the Jacksonville Children's Commission to evaluate the
feasibility of qualifying certain existing local expenditures for Medicaid
reimbursement; and to authorize acceptance of Title IVE and Medicaid
federal reimbursements.
Fiscal Impact: Intergovernmental revenues would be increased by an as yet
undetermined amount. Agency contracts would not be impacted since JWB
would be recovering federal revenues from previously expended funds.
JWB's recovery would be reduced by a state mandated administrative charge
and the small percentage (up to 10 percent) of federal funds earned that
staff is proposing be paid directly to the agency for their added
administrative tasks.
During the informational portion of the meeting, .Ms. Smith-Carroll distributed a memo
summarizing her experience working on the Strategic Plan Committee and moving forward
to its implementation. Jim Mills introduced new staff members: Barbara Murray,
Executive Assistant; Dr. Krista Winn, Director of the Research and Development Center;
and Trenia Cox, Contract Manager; and announced that Kay Daly, Special Assistant, would
be resigning 1/2/98. Other informational items included; Healthy Families Annual Report;
Strategic Plan Update; Healthy Kids Monitoring Report; Financial Report for November;
Personnel Report for November; Training Center Report; and Media Items.
Adjourn:

Commissioner Parks moved and Ms. Smith-Carroll seconded a motion to
adjourn at 11 :30 a.m.

-..
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Item II.A.
Regular Meeting 1/08/98

Action
TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive Oirecton-v--Patrlcla K. Gehant - Chair of
Taskforce

Tec~gy

f"'\(_~

Requested Action
The Technology Task Force is recommending JWB engage Arthur Andersen to
produce a three year Information Services Plan for enhancement/replacement of the
current systems with equipment, software and communications services required for
JWB to accomplish our mission ($57,000) and for a detailed analysis and software
selection for Accounting and Human Resources ($40,000). In addition, both projects
would include incidental expenses not to exceed 5% ( up to $2,850 and $2,000,
respectively) of the quoted amount.

Options
1.a Approve staff to contract with Arthur Andersen for up to $57,000 for the
development of a three year Information Systems Plan, and incidental
expenses not to exceed $2,850.

c

b. Approve staff to contract with Arthur Andersen for up to $40,000 for the
detailed analysis of Accounting and Human Resources software packages, and
incidental expenses not to exceed $2,000.
2. Approve staff to contract with Waldec/IKON for $42,000 for the development
of a three year Information Systems Plan.
3. Direct staff to re-release the Request For Proposals for professional
services.
4. Other actions determined by the Board.

Recommended Action
1.a Approve staff to contract with Arthur Andersen for up to $57,000 for
the development of a three year Information Systems Plan, and incidental
expenses not to exceed $2,850.
b. Approve staff to contract with Arthur Andersen for up to $40,000 for
the detailed analysis of Accounting and Human Resources software
packages, and incidental expenses not to exceed $2,000.

Source of JWB Funds
The FY 1997-98 Non-Operating Computer Enhancement.

Fiscal Impact
The FY 1997-98 Non-Operating Computer Enhancement budget will be
reduced from $150,000 to $48,150.
1
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Narrative
The Technology Task Force has completed the release and review of an RFP to
secure professional services for the development of a three year Information Services
Plan for the enhancements/upgrade/replacement of current systems with appropriate
equipment, software, and communications services required for JWB to accomplish
our mission. The review of responses to the RFP and the timetable proposed in this
memo is based on the need to increase JWB's connectivity with the funded agencies,
and the results of a recently completed Special Report of JWB's current computer
network by Harper, Van Scoik & Company, L. .L..P. in November 1997 (See attached
· ·
summary of results).
The Technology Task Force reviewed the critical issues identified in the Special
Report concerning the limitations of existing storage space on the network and virus
protection of the network server for all computer stations. The Year 2000 problem
was also given a critical assessment in relationship to the Human Resources and
Accounting functions. The Year 2000 problem is the computers inability to accurately
calculate the standard two character date field for the year 2000. The system will not
recognize the "00" as 2000, but rather will read it as 1900, thus calculating the date
functions incorrectly.
The proposed strategies and time frame will address these issues in a timely
manner. The JWB system has not undergone a detailed analysis of our technology
needs since 1989.
INFORMATION SERVICES PLAN
The purpose of developing a three year Information Services Plan (for up to $57,000)
is to provide a framework for investing in an information system to support the
mission of the Juvenile Welfare Board, achieve more efficient workflow, and sustain
technological advancement. The final product will be an Informational Systems Plan
that includes a prioritized list of information technology needs, an overall
implementation strategy, a timetable, and a draft RFP for the hardware and
infrastructure. The Plan will include a short list of vendors and estimated cost of
implementation.
The Plan will offer a systematic approach to improving techniques for taking the
information developed within the walls of the JWB and moving it into the community
and visa versa. To accomplish the goals of the Strategic Plan we need to identify the
tools to effectively manage a results based accountability system.

2
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The proposed process will include a detailed look at JWB's strategic directions,
business environment, providers, and operations. The development of the three year
Information Systems Plan will assist in the implementation of the Strategic Plan by
identifying technology solutions that will allow staff to:
1. Increase it's advocacy efforts in all arenas impacting families and children.
2. Expand, strengthen, and enhance the voice that neighborhoods and other
natural systems have in determining the support of local neighborhoods.

3: Broaden our partnerships and strategic alliances, focusing on development
and prevention efforts.
4. Concentrate its focus on development and prevention efforts at the level of
natural systems while continuing to support, strengthen and integrate the
formal support systems (JWB Strategic Plan).
ACCOUNTING AND HUMAN RESOURCES SOFTWARE
In addition, staff is recommending that Arthur Andersen conduct an in depth analysis
of the Accounting and Human Resources functions ($40,000). This process will
include a detailed look at the desired functionality of new systems, a short list of
vendors, vendor demonstrations and assistance in the selection of a vendor. The
Accounting and Human Resources applications will be most affected by the Year
2000 date problem which must be addressed this year to ensure continued
functioning of the systems. The accounting system is also the first level at which
JWB can connect with the funded agencies through the capability of downloading
monthly financial reports and semi-annual program data.
INCIDENTAL EXPENDITURES
The allocation for incidental expenditures ( not to exceed $4,850) includes mileage
expenses (at .29 cents per mile) of Arthur Andersen staff to the JWB sites, long
distance phone calls to vendors, and other expenses related to this project.
Secretarial support is included in the identified project costs ($97,000). If JWB
requests the input of specialist not located in the area, the cost of travel is billed to
JWB. However, JWB can control the expenditures in this category.
Selection Process and Criteria
The responses to the RFP were reviewed for their ability to work within JWB and to
understand the nature of our business functions along with their response to the RFP.
This is the second RFP process; the first process netted one applicant which did not
allow a baseline for comparison. The second RFP process resulted in four
applicants, two of which could meet the needs of JWB. These two vendors were
asked for further clarification of their responses - Arthur Andersen and
Waldec/IKON. The Task Force viewed both vendors as capable of providing JWB
with the three year plan and a draft RFP. However, there was a difference in the
approach·to addressing information needs. Arthur Andersen used a Business Solution
focus beginning with identifying the strategic direction, business environment, and
JWB operations- business must drive the technology. The Waldec/IKON approach

3

was a more technical one. Waldec/IKON proposed to focus on the ability of the
network to react to technologies - the technology drives the business.
Arthur Andersen's operational plan outlines tasks that will provide the JWB with a
three year plan that will include business solutions with a vision to the future, not just
solutions for today. The rationale for selecting Arthur Andersen was:
1.The ability of Arthur Andersen to understand the effects of change on a
workforce. The implementation of new tools are most successful if staff view
the change as beneficial. The proposed approach includes the ongoing task of
managing the change and effectively communicating a variety of technical and
related issues with staff. The plan will be accomplished with input from staff.
The information requirements of each staff member will be assessed and
included in the design of the recommended solutions. This will create a solid
base of knowledge and review of the organization's functions, resulting in
informed recommendations for the future.
2. The Strategic Plan is directing the staff to increase our partnerships and
develop a community focus. There are numerous tools that will improve our
effective dissemination of information. However, we need to evaluate each for
it's ability to translate our mission and ensure a balance with sound resource
management. Arthur Andersen demonstrated the availability of a cadre of
resources which were greater than expressed by Waldec/IKON. Arthur
Andersen can call on international industry experts as needed, including a
specialist in distance learning. Waldec/IKON also has national resources
through the recent merger of Waldec and IKON (January, 1997).
3. Arthur Andersen is not a hardware or software vendor. Waldec/IKON is a
potential bidder for the installation of the system recommended by
Waldac/IKON in their three year plan.
4. Arthur Andersen is offering a more in-depth review of accounting and
Human Resources systems. JWB staff is interested in the integration of the
accounting functions with the program I contract management functions in
order to reduce the amount of time spent by staff processing paper. There is
a need to develop a system for agencies to download reimbursement requests
and program data to eliminate the need to re-key data received from the JWB
funded agencies received in paper format.
5. Waldec/IKON did not offer the option to conduct an in-depth analysis of the
Accounting and Human Resources functions. Both functions are critical to the
overall operations of the JWB and are most vulnerable to the Year 2000
problem.

4
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In summary, the recommendation to contract with Arthur Andersen is based on the
need by JWB to identify the tools required to move information on children and
families beyond the wall of our facility: the need to continue building partnerships in
our communities and beyond; and all this to improve the lives of families and
children. Arthur Andersen has demonstrated their ability to respond to our planning
needs.

Proposed Timetable
The timetable is based on the recommendations of the consultant and the current
condition of the existing system to avoid any loss of productivity due to a failure of
the existing system.

Target Date

Milestone
1. Board approves selection of consultant.

Board meeting January 8, 1998

2. Board reviews three year Information
Systems Plan.

Board meeting April 9, 1998

3.a RFP released for hardware and
infrastructure.
3.b. An RFP is released for Accounting
and Human Resource solutions.

April 10, 1998

4.a Board approves contract to purchase
hardware and infrastructure.
4.b. Board approves purchase of
Accounting and Human Resources
solutions.

June 11, 1998

5. Board approves the implementation
timetable; allocates funds for FY 1997/98
and FY 1998/99 Computer Enhancement
Plan implementation.

June 11, 1998

Staff Resource Persons: Patricia K. Gehant, Sue Walterick, Robert Decker.
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summary of Special Report of JWB computer Network
Hardware
completed by: Harper, van scoik & company, L.L.P.,
certified Public Accountants, November 1997
Summary Findings

Based in our findings and the responses to your Questions, the following
is a summary of our recommendations.
1>

Has the system reached its capacity and in danger of crashing?

2>

Are there steps in the way we manage data and the system/network
which could reduce the danger of overload and crash?

3>

Are there improvements and/or enhancements currently underway
which should be postponed to protect the integrity of the system and
prolong its useful life?

4>

Are there any temporary enhancements which could be accomplished
at reasonable cost which would protect the integrity of the system and
prolong its useful life?

With these Questions in mind, we have interviewed your staff and
reviewed statistics found within your computer system. we have
developed a report for your consideration.
Summary
Based on our findings and the response to your questions, the following is a summary of our
recommendations:
1.

JWB is running antiquated programs in DOS and Windows 3 .1. These programs are no
longer being updated and enhanced by the manufacturer for the DOS and Windows 3.1
environment. Also, JWB has migrated from an integrated suite to individual
applications that do not share information with each other without a lot of work. JWB
needs to select and standardize on one vendor' s suite of applications and migrate and
train the users over to the selected suite.

2.

JWB should upgrade tl).e file server in the near future to allow users to proceed with
Windows 95 enhancements. A file server certified for Novell and Windows NT could
be ii).Stalled which would allow the users to take advantage of the new Pentium units
purchased by JWB. This would provide for increased storage, saving personnel
maintenance time. In addition, it would encourage higher productivity through

6
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multitasking of work. This cannot be accomplished until the selected consultant reviews
JWB' s needs and recommends a system that will handle the expected growth and
integrates with JWB's other systems. Therefore, JWB should expedite the selection of a
consultant and proceed with the project as soon as possible.
3. We recommend that JWB separate the selection of office automation software,
network system, and file server selection from the selection of new accounting and
human resources hardware and software. By addressing the office automation issues
you will resolve the majority of your problems. This can be accomplished in a shorter
period of time than the selection of new accounting and human resources hardware and
software.
4.

We also recommend JWB begin keeping a manual log on space utilization so that free
space can be monitored on a regular basis by key management.

7

Item 11.8
Regular Meeting 1/8/98

Action
TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

Requested Action
The Board is requested to approve the lnterlocal Agreement between the Juvenile
Welfare Board (JWB), the Department of Children and Families (District V), and the
Pinellas County School Board to provide a legal structure to the Pinellas Early
Childhood Collaborative (PECC) to continue to enhance and improve the planning
and delivery of early childhood services in Pinellas County.

Options

c

1.

Approve the lnterlocal Agreement.

2.

Continue operating the PECC under the guidelines of the signed Memo of
Understanding.

3.

Modify the request.

4.

Deny the request.

5.

Other action the Board deems appropriate.

Recommended Action
Approve the participation of JWB in the lnterlocal Agreement between the
Juvenile Welfare Board, the Department of Children and Families (District V),
and the Pinellas County School Boa.rd to provide a legal structure for the PECC.

Source of JWB Funds
Currently the funding for this initiative is provided through a grant from the
Department of Education for collaborative partnership projects. The grant ends June
30, 1998.

Fiscal Impact

c

There is no fiscal impact at this time. The partners to the lnterlocal Agreement will
develop a fiscal plan for the core budget before the completion of grant funding from
of Education by June 30, 1998.
the. Dep~rtment
.

1

Narrative
In November of 1994 a Memorandum of Understanding was signed to create the
framework for collaboration between the major funders and agencies providing early
education and care services. Representatives from Coordinated Child Care, Head
Start, the School System, the Department of Children and Families (District V), JWB,
United Way, the Pinellas County License Board and others (see Attachment I)
developed a structure for the PECC to enhance and improve the planning and
delivery of early education and care.
Over the past three years PECC has demonstrated that citizens, funders, providers,
system administrators and licensees can effectively pool resources, coordinate efforts
and address problems confronting the child care system in a cooperative fashion. It is
serving as a focal point for planning in this diverse and complex arena. Some of the
accomplishments of PECC include establishing a common intake system for
subsidized child care services, planning and implementing collaborative training for
early childhood personnel, expanding parent training and involvement through child
care centers and conducting a community child care needs assessment. PECC is
successfully addressing the proliferation of mandated advisory committees for new
state initiatives (including WAGES) by being designated as the required local advisory
body.
As the demand for increased quality child care services continues to grow, the need
for coordination efforts between funders and providers is critical. In exploring options
to provide a formalized, legal structure for PECC, an lnterlocal Agreement pursuant to
Florida Statute 163.01(7) between the Juvenile Welfare Board, the Department of
Children and Families (District V) and the Pinellas County School Board was
developed (Attachment II). Representatives from these entities designed the initial
agreement which has been reviewed by the JWB attorney and PECC members. The
Collaborative achieved consensus to pursue this agreement which will allow units of
government to coordinate their efforts in the early childhood arena and to jointly
develop special projects. The agreement will allow for the efficient transfer of data
and resources among the three governmental partners. The lnterlocal Agreement will
also be presented to the Boards of the Department of Children and Families (District
V) and Pinellas County Schools in Janvary 1998.
The purposes of the lnterlocal Agreement are to maximize the availability of
resources for mutually agreed upon program development, to simplify administrative
and fiscal procedures to achieve maximum efficiency and effectiveness in the
organization and delivery of services and to establish comprehensive planning,
coordination and service support structure to enhance and improve the delivery of
child care services in Pinellas County. The PECC will serve as the administrative
entity authorized by statute to implement this agreement and will act as a single
planning and coordinating body and contract for these activities on behalf of the
parties to this agreement:~·
As proposed, the PECC will be a quasi-governmental entity subject to Sunshine Laws
and capable of non-competitive, intergovernmental transfer of resources. This may
also be the first utilization of the intergovernmental agreement authority for a human
2

..

C

resource coordination activity of this sort. The proposed structure is believed to be
an example of the sort of new collaborative partnerships envisioned by the Board
when they adopted the Strategic Plan.
In order to accomplish the goals of the WAGES initiative, support families in the
provision of quality child care services and prepare young children to be "ready to
learn" upon entry into the formal education process, a well coordinated system of
child care delivery must be developed and maintained. An lnterlocal Agreement
among governmental agencies that have major statutory and/or financial responsibility
for the organization and delivery of child care services will facilitate this process.

Staff Resource Person: Mary Ann Goodrich
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M ISSton:

The mission of the Pinellas Early Childhood Collaborative (PECC) is to enhance and improve
the planning and delivery of early education and care.

Purpose

DOE Collaborative

The purpose of PECC is to encourage coordination
and collaborative efforts in the early education and
care system resulting in the maximum utilization of
available and potential services to young children and
their families in Pinellas County, FL.

Partnership Grant

Our Goals
• (] to increase the availability of high quality
early education and care programs.
(] to increase the professionalism of early
childhood providers thereby improving
the quality of programs.

Participating agencies
include:

PECC received a continuation funding grant from the
Department of Education in December, 1995 to
further the collaborative effort. The grant outlines
areas for project development. They include
formalized partnership agreements, collaborative
staff development, streamlined system of entry,
outreach initiatives to increase access for families
and children to comprehensive services, sharing of
funding sources to improve services, effective
transition among early childhood programs and into
school systems, use of validated information to
enhance quality, inclusion of children with disabilities
and family empowerment.

(] to eliminate the duplication of services.

(] to coordinate efforts to provide a seamless ·
system of delivery.

History
In November of 1994 a Memorandum of Understanding was signed to create the framework for
· collaboration between the major funders and
agencies providing early education and care
services. Representatives have been meeting
monthly since April of 1995 designing the
operational structure and strategic plan for PECC.
--

-----

Coordinated Child Care of Pinellas (CCC)

(]

Department of Economic Self-Sufficiency

(]

Department of Labor

(]

Developmental Evaluation & Intervention
Program

(]

Early Childhood Council (ECC)

(]

Early Childhood Training Committee

(]

Florida Department of Children & Families

(]

Head Start Child Development & Family
Services, Inc.

(]

Juvenile Welfare BOard of Pinellas County,
FL (JWB)

(]

North and South Pinellas Early Childhood
Associations

(]

Pinellas County Ucense Board forChildren's
Centers and Family Day Care Homes

(]

Pinellas County Schools

(]

Pre-Kindergarten Early Intervention
Program

c:J

Pre-Kindergarten Exceptional Student
Education Program

c:J

United Way

c:J

Wages Coalition

~

(] to advocate for increased funding of high
quality early education and care programs.
(] to encourage coordination and collaborative
efforts in the early education and care
system.

(]

An action plan has been developed and work groups
have been developed to:

K

establish a common Intake system

K

plan and Implement collaborative
training

K

design and conduct a c:ommunlty
chlldcare needs assessment

)t create workforce development strategies
to recruit and retain high quality staff

------

---.....

Attachment II

Interlocal Agreement
between
Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County,
Department of Chlldren and Famtltes (District V)
and the Pinellas County School Board
to enhance and Improve Early Education and Chlld Care services
in Pinellas County
WHEREAS the Department of Children and Families, the Juvenile Welfare
Board and Pinellas County School Board each have major statutory and/ or
financial responsibility for the organization and delivery of efficient, effective
child care services and:
WHEREAS the provision of effective early child care is critical for preparing a

child to be ready to learn upon entry into the formal education process and:
WHEREAS the coordination and provision of effective quality early child care

can be critical to the support of families and:
WHEREAS the accomplishment of the goals of the WAGES initiative are
heavily dependent on the further development of a well coordinated, accessible
system of early child care and:
WHEREAS the limited resources and complex operating environment of child

care demand effective and ongoing coordination efforts and;
WHEREAS the taxpayer, donor and consumer expect that resources allocated
to child care will be employed effectively and;
WHEREAS taxpayers have a legitimate expectation that public entitles at the

federal, state and local levels will coordinate their efforts and;
WHEREAS an interlocal agreement among governmental entitles can facilitate
the efficient transfer of data and resources among such bodies and;
WHEREAS the Pinellas Early Childhood Collaborative has demonstrated over

the past three years that citizens, funders, providers, system administrators
and licensees can effectively pool resources, coordinate efforts and address
problems confronting the child care system in a cooperative fashion and:
WHEREAS the need for such coordinating efforts continues to grow with the

demand for increased quality child care services and the Pinellas Early
Childhooq Collaborative, if it is to continue its work, needs to be
institutionalized as an ongoing means of meeting these needs and
accomplishing these objectives:

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT:

Pursuant to Chapter 163.01 (7) Florida Statutes the Department of Children
and Families, the Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County and the Pinellas
County School Board agree to cooperate through an interlocal agreement to:
1.

Purpose:
A. maximize the availability of resources for mutually agreed. upon

program development for early education and child care services.
B. simplify administrative and fiscal procedures to achieve maximum
efficiency and effectiveness in the organization and delivery of early
education and child care services.
C. establish a comprehensive planning coordination and service
support structure to enhance and improve the delivery of early education
and child care services in Pinellas County.
D. create the Pinellas Early Childhood Collaborative (PECC) as the
administrative body to implement this interlocal agreement as provided
in Florida Stature 163.01 (7).
E. act as a single planning and coordinating body and contract for these
activities on behalf of the parties to this agreement.
F. serve as the early education and child care council as from time to
time may be mandated by the legislature or other governing or
administrative bodies.
G. act as recipient of local, state or federal grants that are aligned with
the mission and goals of PECC.
2.

The chief executive officer of each party to this agreement (or his/her
designee) will constitute the governing board and be empowered by
mutual agreement to:
··
a. designate the Pinellas Early Childhood Collaborative as its
administrative entity to accomplish the objectives of this agreement.
b. establish the size of the PECC and appoint its members.
c. establish such policies and procedures as may be necessary to enable
the Pinellas Early Childhood Collaborative to discharge its duties in the
implementation of this agreement in accordance with Florida Statute
163.01 (7).
..

..
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d. meet at least annually and at such other times as any member of the
governing board shall request to:
.approve organizational structure .
.provide policy direction .
.approve work plans .
.approve budget.
.evaluate progress.
e. develop a fiscal plan for the core budget.
f. designate a fiscal agent.
3.

That policies and decisions reached pursuant to implementation of this
agreement shall not supersede the preexisting policies of the parties to
this agreement unless that party voluntarily agrees to waive or amend its
policies to achieve conformity.

4.

All entities created from this interlocal agreement and their activities

shall be conducted in accordance with all applicable Florida Statutes.
5.

A full report of the activities of the Pinellas Early Childhood Collaborative
and its governing board and the planned activities for the upcoming year
of the Pinellas Early Childhood Collaborative will be reported to each of
the Boards of the participating entities no later than July 1 of each year
of the agreement.

6.

Terms of the Agreement
This AGREEMENT shall become effective on
. It shall
renew for an annual term on Jqly 1 of each year under the same terms
and conditions as are contracted in this document unless one of the
parties provides notice to the other parties of their desire not to renew
the AGREEMENT 60 days before the end of the current annual term of
the AGREEMENT.

12/23/97 Draft
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Item II.C
Regular Meeting 1/8/98

Action
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TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive
Browning Spence, Community 1 - e s Director ~~~

Dl~

Requested Action
The Suncoast Girl Scout Council, Inc. is requesting that JWB become a partner
on a one time only grant application to the Girl Scouts of the United States of America
(GSUSA) for an outreach project to increase participation of girls and adults in
scouting activities by removing barriers to participation in underserved communities in
Pinellas County. JWB would provide matching funds of up to $25,000 towards onehalf the cost of paid leadership, transportation, and outreach and development
activities, and assist in identifying communities interested in participating in an
outreach effort.

Options
1. Approve the request.
2. Deny the request.
3. Any other action as determined by the Board.

c

Recommended Action
1.a. Allocate up to $12,500 from Transitional funds for FY 1997-98 to the
Suncoast Girl Scout Council as a match for a grant from the
GSUSA.
b. Budget up to $12,500 In FY 1998-99 for the GSUSA Project

Source of JWB Funds
Transitional Funds

Fiscal Impact
The FY 1997-98 Transitional Fund would be reduced from $215,415 to
$202,915. $12,500 would be budgeted in the 1998199 JWB Program budget.

Narrative

1'.'

Th~ Suncoast Girl Scout Council is responding to a Request for Proposals from
the Girl Seouts of the United States of America (GSUSA). GSUSA is making up to
$25,000 in dollar for dollar matching funds available to local Girl Scout Councils for
projects designed to eliminate barriers to Girl Scout membership, to match
contributions and grants secured from outside sources for local outreach efforts.

GSUSA match grants may be used to cover the cost of membership dues,
handbooks and program materials, attendance at special events, uniforms and
equipment, and a portion of the cost of paid leadership and transportation. Local
councils may apply one time between 10/1/97 and 9/30/98. Match grants will be
awarded within 30 days of application until funds are depleted, and must be expended
within one year of the receipt of funding from GSUSA. The Suncoast Girl Scout
Council (SGSC) plans to submit an application as soon as possible once a local match
is identified, and if successful, anticipates start up of grant funded activities by April 1,
1998, and plans to complete grant funded activities by March 31, 1999.
Through the match grant, the Suncoast Girl Scout Council proposes to establish
new Girl Scout troops in six targeted areas, including: areas served by Olive Mclin
Neighborhood Family Center and Childs Park in St. Petersburg; areas served by
Garden Villas Neighborhood Family Center, Foundation Village Neighborhood Family
Center and North Greenwood Family Center in Clearwater, and the area served by the
Safety Harbor Neighborhood Family Center. Through an intensive, one year,
innovative community development effort, the SGSC intends to serve an additional
300 girls, aged 5-17; involve 75 additional parents in at least one activity with their
daughters; and recruit and train an additional 24 parents or other community members
as volunteers with troops.
The Suncoast Girl Scout Council has identified the following barriers to
participation in underserved communities in Pinellas County:
1.
Underdeveloped volunteer leadership capacity within some communities, and
lack of time on the part of potential individual volunteers to take full
responsibility for troop development.
2.
Transportation barriers for children, adults or both. Transportation barriers
include families without cars, communities with limited access to public
transportation, working parents who are unable to escort children to a scout
meeting site, and parental concern about children walking/traveling to meeting
sites without an escort.
Cultural barriers in communities which do not have a tradition of scouting.
3.
4.
Family and child mobility (i.e. changes in housing and job status, hours and
location) reducing stability of troop from year to year.
In recent years, local Girl Scout Councils, with encouragement from the national
organization, Girl Scouts of USA, have begun to use paid leadership to serve low
income areas. The Suncoast Girl Scout Council has successfully used paid part time
Program Specialists to serve targeted areas of Hillsborough and Pasco County, and to
serve Jordan Park and the Enoch Davis Center in St. Petersburg. Funds to support
paid staff have come from a variety of sources, Including the Girl Scout cookie sale.
Funds to support expansion of these activities is limited. For the first time, the
GSUSA has made this matching grant available. If the Suncoast Girl Scout Council
receives the JWB match and GSUSA grant, they intend to build on existing strengths
and experience to overcome barriers and increase Girl Scout participation in Pinellas
County inJhe following ways:
1. .
Hire two part time Community Development Specialists for a period of one year,
to establish and meet weekly with five troops each, and to develop community
ownership of the program In order to sustain the program after the grant ends.

2.

c

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

c

Solicit the assistance and support of the Neighborhood Family Centers and
community leaders to conduct outreach and development efforts, and to
conduct meetings at Neighborhood Family <;;enters or other community sites.
Recruit parent and community volunteers to develop Girl Scout leadership
support teams, consisting of adults to share the tasks associated with leading a
troop. The purpose of establishing teams is to provide stability in low income
and high mobility areas. Leadership training will be provided for all adults
associated with the leadership teams, in locations convenient for the
participants.
Request support and input from the Teen Councils associated with the
Neighborhood Family Center sites to recruit younger girls to Girl Scouting, and
involve teenage girls as Program Aides in delivering program activities for
troops, as well as training for Program Aides provided by SGSC.
Lease a van for troop outings and other transportation needs.
Provide funds for membership dues, uniforms and activities during the start-up
year. Work with troops during the start-up year to plan and carry out moneyearning activities as needed for troops to meet their own goals in the future.
Experience in other locations indicates that this is feasible.
Work with local communities and troops throughout the year to develop
financial support to continue the program beyond the grant period, including
traditional activities such as cookie sales and other strategies as appropriate.

This request supports the JWB approved Community Change for Youth
Development plan to start a Girl Scout troop in Child's Park, and is consistent with the
key components of the JWB Strategic Plan. The proposal is neighborhood based,
targeting areas of JWB interest, and has a youth development focus, as well as an
lntergenerational component. In addition, it allows for a new partnership with an
established youth serving organization, and as a match grant, draws additional
resources and funding to the community. The proposal includes activities to develop
resources and financial support to continue the program after the grant period ends.
Since the greatest expenses for this project are in start-up and development costs,
and the project is designed to reduce dependence on paid leadership, this seems to
be a realistic goal.
Although the Board has not yet approved the implementation part of the
Strategic Plan, staff recommends that the Board take advantage of this opportunity by
approving this request now, since match funds are limited, and a delayed application
could jeopardize funding availability.

Staff Resource Person: Judith Simpson
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Regular Meeting
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TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive
Walter G. Williams, Human Res~~s Manager(tJ ~

Dire~

~

Requested Action
Approve the recommended changes to the Personnel Practices Manual
as proposed.

Options
1.

Approve the changes to the Personnel Practices Manual as
proposed.

2.

Deny all or any part of the above recommendations.

Recommended Action
1.

Approve the changes to the Personnel Practices Manual as
proposed.

Fiscal Impact
None

Narrative----------------------------PERSONNEL PRACTICES MANUAL
The following recommended changes In the Personnel Practices Manual reflect
actions proposed by management. The Executive Director and the EPC are
jointly developing some additional proposals for revision of the Personnel
Practices which should be ready for action at the February meeting. These deal
with clarification of conflict of Interest and professional appearance. Proposed
revisions have been prepared legislative style to illustrate both additional and
deleted language.

c
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PROPOSEDCHANGES1Mm8
1.0
1.5

GENERAL POLICIES
Te semply with applisable titles ef the Gi¥il Rights Ast ef 1Qe4 as amended by the
eq~al Oppert~nity Ast ef 1Q72 and the Gi¥il Rights Ast ef 1QQ1; the Fair Laber
Standards Ast as amended by eq~al Pay fer eq~al 'Nerk Ast ef 1QeJ; the Age
Oissriminatien in employment Ast ef 1Qe5; the Vietnam Veterans Readj~stment
Assistanse Ast ef 1Q74; the "Rehabilitation Ast" ef 1Q73 (PL Q1 2JQ; Sestien 504); the
Amerisans With Disabilities Ast ef 1QQQ; applisable Flerida stat~tes and reg~latiens;
applisable lesal erdinanses and s~sh rut~re amendments te these stat~tery astiens as
may be enasted; it is the pelisy ef the J~venile Welfare Beard that ne persen shall,
en the gre~nds ef rase, seler, age, sex, handisap, disability, natienal erigin, religien,
marital stat~s er pelitisal belief, veteran stat~s. er en the basis ef Asq~ired lmm~ne
Oefisiensy Syndrome (AIOS), er H~man lmm~nedefisiensy Virus (HIV) be exsl~ded
frem partisipatien in, denied the benefit(s) er be otherwise dissriminated against as an
empleyee er vel~nteer ef the J~¥enile 'Nelfare Beard er any ef its pregrams er
asti¥ities.
The JWB does not. and shall not. discriminate against any person because of race.
color. religion. sex. national origin. citizenship, disability/handicap. marital status.
veteran status. sexual orientation. or age in any aspect of employment opportunity.
JWB's policy of equal employment opportunity and nondiscrimination extends to
recruitment. employment. advancement and promotion. compensation and benefits
administration. training and development. and other personnel actions. The JWB also
reasonably accommodates individuals with disabilities. handicaps, and/or bonafide
religious beliefs.

To implement this program for equal employment opportunity and advancement. the
JWB shall:
1.5.1 Recruit. hire. and promote for all job classifications without regard to race.
color. religion. sex. national origin. citizenship, disability/handicap. marital
status. veteran status. age or sexual orientation:
1.5.2 Base decisions on employment and promotion solely upon an individual's
qualifications and valid requirements of the position being filled. and further the
principle of equal employment opportunity; and
1.5.3 Ensure that all other personnel actions. such as compensation. benefits.
transfers. layoffs. terminations. recall from layoff. company sponsored training
and development. education. tuition assistance. social and recreational
programs. will be administered without regard to race. color. religion. sex.
national origin. citizenship. disability/handicap. marital status. age. or sexual
orientation.
RATIONALE: To provide a clearer understanding of JWB's equal
employment policies. Specific statutory references are not
.necessary and tend to confuse the reader unless they are
familiar with the laws. The West Coast Employee Association
(JWB is a member) and their legal counsel recommended not
quoting specific laws and regulations. In addition the rapid
changing of laws and regulations would cause changes to the
Personnel Practices as the laws change.

2

3.0

CLASSIFICATIONS
3.5

Transfer - An employee Regular employees and employees who have been on
a provisional status for at least six months may request transfer from one
position to another vacant position within the same pay grade prior to initiation
of a public announcement and recruitment efforts.

3.6

Promotions - Regular employees and employees who have been on a
provisional status for at least six months employees shall, to the maximum
extent feasible, be provided opportunities for advancement through promotion
to positions of greater responsibility when such promotional opportunities are in
the best interests of JWB.
RATIONALE: To clarify eligibility for transfers and promotions and
require a minimm period of employment before seeking
movement within the personnel. system.

5.0

BENEFITS
5.118 Annual leave
Leave.

~

may be used concurrently with Family and Medical

RATIONALE: This change will correct the verbiage of
previous publications of the personnel
practices manual. JWB does not require that
Annual Leave be used concurrently with
Family and Medical Leave.
5.28

Additional Life Insurance
Additional term life insurance may by purchased by employees for themselves
and their family members.

5.29

Long Term Disability
Long term disability insurance may be purchased by eligible employees. This
insurance will take effect after JWB's short term disability ceases.
RATIONALE: Additional new benefits to the standard package of
benefits provided to employees are now available.
Exercise of these options would not incur any costs by
JWB.

6.0

WORKING CONDITIONS
6.1

The scheduled work week is 37.5 hours in length. Normal office hours are
8:00A.M. to 4:30 a.oo P.M. Monday through Friday.
Normal building hours are 8:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. Monday through Friday.
RATIONALE: To clarify office and building hours

c
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8.0

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
8.2

Each employee shall be formally evaluated annually (September) for the
purposes cited below. Supervisors must meet with employees at least every
three months in order to discuss Key Responsibilities and performance
standards. An employee may also be evaluated at other points in time as
determined appropriate by JWB.
RATIONALE: To ensure that employees are kept informed on how they are
performing their job and are meeting the standards set for each
Key Responsibility. This also provides a regular opportunity to
update job assignments.

4
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TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive
Lisa Sahulka, Director Program~nce'tCi

Dire~

Requested Action
The Board is requested to approve an agreement with the Palm Beach County
Children's Services Council to reimburse them for 50% of funds they will have
advanced the Department of Children and Families to initiate the local
government Title IVE revenue enhancement project ($32,836 full cost; $16,418
proposed JWB share) in Fiscal Year 98 (state).

Options
1.
2.
3.
4.

c

Approve a 50% reimbursement to Palm Beach County Children's
Services Council
Approve an alternative level of reimbursement to Palm Beach County
Children's Services Council
Disapprove any reimbursement
Any other action as determined by the Board

Recommended Action
Approve payment of 50% of the start up costs for the local government
Title IVE revenue enhancement project (not to exceed $16,418) to the
Palm Beach Children's Services Council from future Title IVE earnings.

Source of JWB Funds
Future Title IVE Earnings

..

Fiscal Impact
Title IVE Earnings will be immediately reduced by $16~418. This reduction will
be offset by a waiver of the 5% management fee regularly charged by the
Department of Children and Families until JWB is fully reimbursed for its
$16,418 share of the advance.

Narrative

c

At its meeting of December 11 , 1997 the Board approved JWB participation in
the Department of Children and Families (DCF) pilot project to claim Title IVE
reimbursements for existing local government expenditures on behalf of
children in the custody and supervision of the Department.
A review of the JWB programs has identified an estimated $16,178 in quarterly
earnings (beginning with the quarter ending December 31, 1997) for

maintenance cases only - the most conservative approach. As originally
communicated to the Board, the estimated annual Title IVE earnings will be
limited due to the pre-existing JWB emphasis on prevention and early
intervention programs. The estimated annual earnings at this point would be
$64,712 less state management fees (5% mandated) and any local
management fees to agencies (Board approved - optional). Successful efforts
to broaden the eligibility definition in the 1998 Legislature to include children
only under the supervision of the Department could increase the amount of
recovery.
On December 19, representatives of JWB and the Palm Beach Children's
Services Council met with Department of Children and Families staff in
Tallahassee to finalize the agreements necessary to initiate the project. Legal
counsels from both local agencies participated by telephone in finalization of
the agreement.
At this meeting, a Department of Children and Families' management cost of
$32,836 for the remainder of Fiscal Year 1998 (state) was negotiated. It was
agreed that Pinellas and Palm Beach counties would share this cost equally.
Previous meetings had identified a "cash flow" problem for the state since this
was a new activity with no budgeted revenue. Palm Beach Children's Services
Council was already prepared to advance Department of Children and Families
up to $25,000 to meet this need. At the December 19 meeting, Department of
Children and Families advised the parties that since no state funds had been
appropriated for the necessary new positions for this project, the entire
$32,836 necessary for the remainder of Fiscal Year 98 (state) had to be
provided before the project could begin. Once established in Fiscal Year 99
(state) and subsequent years the management costs would be able to be
budgeted from management fees anticipated from projected earnings of Title
IVE dollars. Since the Palm Beach Children's Services Council had already
dealt with the issue of advancing cash and the Juvenile Welfare Board had
not, Palm Beach agreed to advance the full amount in the name of both local
entities. JWB would then reimburse the Palm Beach Children's Services
Council as appropriate. This resolution expedites the beginning of the project
and allows agreements to be signed before the end of the year. This makes
the 4th quarter of Calendar Year 97 eligible for claiming. In return language
was negotiated in the agreement which would specifically exempt Palm Beach
and Pinellas counties from the 5% management fees until the $16,418 (50% of
$32,836) advanced had been fully reimbursed to each county.
Representatives from Palm Beach Children's Services Council indicated a
willingness to be flexible on working out the details of the cost planning
including waiting for the payment of any JWB share until the first Title IVE
earnings are actually received (estimated 120 days).
This cooperative ef(ort allows the immediate startup of a project that will bring
federal Title IVE dollars directly to local governments statewide to reimburse a
portion of the costs of services already being provided. It provides a modest
new revenue stream to JWB even under current restrictive eligibility definitions.
No new local tax dollars are required and even the JWB share of the
necessary advance would come from unanticipated federal earnings.

I
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Item II.F.
Regular Meeting 1/08/98

Action
TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive
Stephanie W. Judd, Director,

Directa\\~

iJ.

St~¥ lm~lementatio~

Requested Action
The Board is requested to send correspondence to Senator Virginia BrownWaite, Representative Sandra Murman and the Pinellas County Legislative
Delegation opposing current proposed legislation mandating the privatization of foster
care and related services and a contract with the Pinellas County Sheriffs Office to
provide protective investigation functions in child abuse cases. The Board is further
requested to propose that Senator Brown-Waite and Rep. Murman consider filing
enabling legislation which will offer incentives to DCF Districts which pursue
maximization of privatized efforts within the child abuse system which will truly be
collaborative at the local level.

Options
1.
2.
3.

Approve the request.
Deny the request.
Any other action the Board may deem appropriate.

Recommended Action
1.
Send correspondence to Senator Virginia Brown-Waite,
Representative Sandra Murman and the Pinellas County Legislative Delegation
opposing current proposed legislation mandating the privatization of foster
care and related services and contracting with the Pinellas County Sheriff's
Office to provide protective investigation functions in child abuse cases.
2.
Recommend filing alternative enabling legislation which will offer
incentives to DCF Districts to pursue maximization of privatized efforts within
the child abuse system which will truly be collaborative at the local level.
3.
Convey identified concerns to Senator Virginia Brown-Waite,
Representative Sandra Murman and the Pinellas County Legislative Delegation.

Source of JWB Funds..
Not Applicable

C

Fiscal Impact
None

Narrative
On November 13, 1997, Representative Sandra Murman presented to the
Juvenile Welfare Board proposed legislation concerning the privatization of foster
care and related services. Also included in that proposed legislation was a proposal
that protective services investigation functions, currently performed by the
Department of Children and Families (DCF), be contracted to the Sheriff's Offices in
District Five.
As a result of the presentation by Representative Murman, the Board requested that
JWB staff present relevant information concerning the child abuse system at a Board
Workshop in December 1997. In preparation for the Board Workshop, a team
comprised of JWB staff and a Board member visited the Sarasota Coalition for
Children and Families and reviewed the privatized system which has been fully
operating in that county since June 1997. A report regarding that visit was presented
at the workshop along with presentations by District Five DCF staff explaining the
current system and the Executive Director of the Child Protection Team explaining
the current collaborative efforts in Pinellas County to develop and implement a Child
Advocacy Center. Sheriff Everett Rice also presented his concerns regarding the
mandated contract for his department to conduct protective service investigations in
Pinellas County. Commissioner Sallie Parks and Board secretary, Myrtle SmithCarroll volunteered to serve on any to a Child Abuse Committee which may be
developed to further review issues and concerns regarding the proposed legislative
concept. Other members of the JWB committee later formed include two (2) JWB
staff--the Director of Strategic Implementation and the Communications Director, the
Executive Director of the Child Protection Team, and a representative of the Sheriff's
Office. A representative of DCF was invited to attend; however, it was the decision of
DCF that participation in the JWB committee might be construed as "tainting the
process" , therefore, they declined to participate.
The Child Abuse Committee met on Tuesday, December 30, 1997. It is the
consensus of the committee members that the concern with the proposed legislative
concept is not a concern about privatization Over 60% of the District Five Family
Preservation funds are already privatized and 100% of JWB program funds are
privatized in Pinellas County. There were, however, a number of issues of concern
that the committee agreed should be forwarded to Senator Virginia Brown-Waite and
Representative Sandra Murman. These issues are itemized in the attached listing
(Attachment A). The issues generally fall within the realm of mandating privatization,
mandating a contract to conduct protective investigations with a specific entity, i.e.
Sheriff's Offices, and an apparent lack of local community involvement in either
discussions of the ·issues and possible solutions and the lack of local involvement in
the monitoring of any privatized activities.
The Child Abuse Committee proposed that, in lieu of the privatization proposal as it
stands, enabling legislation be file to offer incentives to DCF Districts which pursue
maximization of privatized efforts within the child abuse system which will truly be
collaborative at the local level.
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PROPOSED CHILD ABUSE LEGISLATION
ISSUES/AREAS OF CONCERN

c

c

1.

What problem is being solved with this legislation? What will privatizing the
system do that cannot be done within the current system?

2.

Why is legislation mandating privatization needed since current law allows
DCF Districts to privatize functions?

3.

Why

4.

Why mandate a pilot in District Five and then require further statewide
implementation before results and outcomes of District Five pilot or the other
authorized pilots are known? Why not eliminate the District Five pilot all
together?

5.

Is Sarasota model mandated for implementation in District Five as suggested
by Representative Murman? If not, why is the time table for implementation so
short?

6.

If sole sourced, will provider be exempted from periodic rebidding?

7.

Will social and legal responsibility of DCF be delegated as well as financial
risk? Proposed legislation is silent on this issue.

8.

How will cash flow be handled for provider agency? Will advance payments
continue to be prohibited?

9.

What are the risks related to no residual or comparative capacity-where is
the competition if there is a sole-sourced, single provider and if public
capacity is gone? What happens if the provider(s) decides to no longer
provide the service?

10.

What are the standards of performance that are expected?

11 .

Will the protective investigation mandate to contract with the Sheriff's Office in
District Five be applicable to all districts in the statewide implementation?

12.

Where does responsibility lie for legal consultation and representation? What
will be the role of th,e DCF Child Welfare Legal Services staff?

13.

There are currently two models being tested regarding Child Welfare Legal
Services--one assigning them to the Attorney General's staff and one
assigning them and the protective investigators to the State Attorney's

manda~e

a pilot in District Five?

staff. What are the results of those models? What is the rationale for
separating investigation and legal consultation?
14.

What is the legal liability of the Sheriff's Office and the County if they are being
advised by DCF attorneys in child abuse cases rather than their own legal
counsel?

15.

What are the results of the Manatee County project where the Sheriffs
Department has been doing the protective investigations? (It is our
understanding that the project became fully operational in November 1997.)

16.

Is it the intent of this legislation save money? If state dollars are not adequate
to cover necessary services, is it assumed that local governments can/should
fund the deficit? Does this then become an unfunded mandate?

17.

How does centralized decision-making and monitoring at the state level
enhance community involvement?

18.

Isn't the Sarasota model more expensive with the added state share of
Medicaid match for targeted case management?

19.

Since the expanded definition of "targeted case management" has not been
officially approved by Medicaid!ACHAIADM, is there not a significant risk
of disallowance? If there is a disallowance, who would be responsible for
repayment?

20.

If the Sarasota model is relying on local contributions/donations to support the
program model and that local support cannot be maintained, will the
State fund the difference assuming the program quality is what is
desired? If not what will the State do if the providers refuse to continue
service without an allocation increase? {There will no longer be a state
operated infrastructure.)

21.

The Sarasota model operates with a lump sum contract without definition of the
eligible population, the number of children served on a yearly basis in each
component of the system, the average length of stay in any given component,
the actual cost to provide care within the various components, etc. Either a
capitation formula or a per case formula should be developed with identified risk
corridors. If less children than anticipated were served, should this result in a
payback to DCF? Further, if more children than anticipated are served, should
DCF increase the value of the contract or the capitation/per case rate?

22.

Wbat is the relation of privatization in the annual appropriations process and to
the formula distribution of state resources?
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23.

How is confidentiality ensured as currently defined by law within the
current Coalition model comprised of various formal and informal partnerships?
Who is legally responsible if confidentiality is breached?

24.

What specific improvements are desired and what improvements have actually
occurred under the privatized system?

25.

What type of monitoring should be conducted and by what entity?

26.

What is the rationale for allowing not-for-profit or for-profit corporations from
anywhere in Florida to supply services in a District where they have no prior
experience?

27.

How will competency testing be handled if protective investigators work for the
Sheriff's Office? What is the continuing role of the Professional Development
Centers?

28.

What is the plan for current DCF protective investigators who will not be
transferred to the Sheriff's Office or to the private provider(s) for various
reasons?

29.

How will differences in pay schedules be addressed? (When Manatee County
contracted with the Sheriff's Office to do protective investigations,
Sheriff's staff were scheduled to receive pay increases while the former
DCF staff was not. Manatee Sheriff's Office decided to give pay
increases to former DCF staff by using County funds which is prohibited
in the current draft of legislation.)

30.

How will issues of benefit inequities between former DCF staff and Sheriff's
staff be reconciled if no County money can be utilized? (Salary and benefit
inequities may cause staff retention problems.)

31.

Does the Legislature anticipate any fixed sharing of the dollars available
between the protective investigation function and the foster care and related
services functions?

32.

Once DCF submits a statewide plan and it is approved by the Legislature, what
will be the basis for future Legislative funding decisions and what type of
periodic review will occur regarding the quality and quantity of services provided
and the utilization of resources?

33.

How are increased s;osts of contract administration, such as management
information systems being provided for?

c
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Strategic Plan Task Force Report
Attached is a Summary of the Strategic Plan Task Force Report. A copy of the full
report wili be distributed at the meeting on January 8, 1998. Dr. Herbert A. Marlowe,
the consultant retained by JWB to assist with the implementation plan of the JWB
Strategic Plan, will be presenting the Task Force Report to you at that time.
At the February 12, 1998, meeting, the Board will be requested to approve specific
actions regarding the implementation of the Strategic Plan.
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JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
STRATEGIC PLAN TASK FORCE REPORT
SUMMARY

Since 1986, the Juvenile Welfare Board (JWB) has been engaged in ongoing dialogue
over the evolving future mission of JWB and its role in Pinellas County. In 1990, with
the approval of a second half mil taxing authority, a five year strategic plan was
developed which served as the foundation for all JWB activities: advocacy, training,
planning, research, funding and evaluation. The approval of "Community Driven
Results: The Future of the Juvenile Welfare Board" in July of 1996 is the continuation
of the Board's commitment to provide strategic direction for its services to children and
families. The basic principles of that Strategic Plan are:
1. JWB should focus on specific results which are driven by the priorities
of the community and are measurable. The three areas selected by
JWB are: Substance Abuse, Violence, and Sexual Behavior.
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2. JWB resources should be focused in the areas of development and
prevention.
3. JWB should focus a significant portion of its resources on children o-&
years of age and 10-14 years of age.
4. Services and activities for children and families should focus on assets and
be community based rather than deficits and institutions.
In a Community Opinion Survey about Children and Families conducted by JWB in
1996, the community identified juvenile crime/violence (88.8%) and substance abuse
(84.3%) as the most serious problems facing Pinellas County. Sexual activity by
youth followed with 75% of the respondents listing it as a serious problem. The
survey also identified that the community supports focusing on children 0-6 and 10-14
and utilizing JWB resources in the area of development and prevention. Finally,
residents are demanding accountability for program expenditures and finding •real•
solutions to problems. An independent analysis of the Board also concluded that
achievement in these three areas would make the most significant positive impact on
Pinellas County~
The driving idea behind the 1996 Strategic Plan is that the traditional approach to
providing human services of identifying individual deficiencies and subsequent
developm.ent of programs to deal with those deficiencies has basically failed. The
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currently existing system is crisis oriented; individualistic; deficit oriented; too
categorized and specialized; and allows for poor service coordination and
communication between agencies. As an alternative response to the traditional
deficit model, family support and youth development strategies have re-emerged.
These strategies rely on the strengths of individuals, families, and communities to
provide the necessary supports to enhance capabilities. The approach is asset based
and holistic and relies on the interrelatedness of children, families, and neighborhoods.
Building resiliency and capacity within individuals, families, and communities has a
longer lasting social effect than continuing to •fix problems• as they occur. Creating
new community capabilities and serious emphasis on positive development and
prevention will have greater long term positive outcomes for JWB than efforts to repair
the increasingly complex and dysfunctional deficit oriented services system.
In July 1997, JWB appointed the Strategic Plan Task Force to develop a
recommended implementation plan for the JWB Strategic Plan. The Task Force was
comprised of representatives from the following areas: funded agencies, community
councils, JWB staff, Department of Health, the school district, and municipal
government. Numerous meetings were held from July through December 1997.
In addition, surveys were sent to approximately 400 individuals representing elected
officials, the faith community, Community Council members, Children's Services
Committee members, the Health and Human Services Board of the Department of
Children and Families, the Juvenile Justice Advisory Board, Youth as Resources
Board, the Chambers of Commerce, the Junior Leagues, the Leagues of Women
Voters, the Chiefs of Police, the Childs Park Youth Initiative Council, the County
Administrator, the Sheriff, Parks and Recreation Departments, former JWB Board
members, and JWB funded agencies.
In accordance with the Strategic Plan, the Task Force recommends a two-fold shift in
paradigms for the JWB. It is recommended that JWB focus its resources towards a
Results Model specifically targeted in the areas of substance abuse, violence, and
sexual behavior. It is further recommended that JWB focus its resources towards a
Resiliency Model. The primary focus must be on the development of assets for the
children and families of Pinellas County. To that end, it is recommended that JWB
adopt in concept:

*

*
*
*

A list of goals for JWB
A list of goals from which current or proposed contracted providers would
select those they would attempt to meet.
A iist of design criteria or principles which every proposed effort should
meet to be eligible for JWB funding.
A set of objectives which through theoretical and best practice research
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have been found to be related to the areas of critical community concern;
are consistent with the resiliency model, and meet the technical
standards of an acceptable objective statement.
These goals, design criteria, and objectives are detailed in the Strategic Plan Task
Force Report. Full discussion of these items will occur at the Presentation of the
Strategic Plan Task Force on January 8, 1998.
In order to operationalize this new shift to the Results Model and the Resiliency
Model, there are several steps which need to be taken. These steps are categorized
into four areas: The Core Infrastructure, Modeling, Fostering Community Ownership
and The Results Infrastructure. It is recommended that JWB approve the following
action steps by category:

Core Infrastructure
JWB should continue to support all programs and services needed within the
community which are necessary in order for children and families to function at an
optimal level through:
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o

Technical Assistance and training

o

Advocacy

0

Research

Modeling
JWB must provide working models of resiliency efforts. Working models will provide
the community with visible proof that the Resiliency Model works in the real world.
JWB will model working programs through:

c

0

publicizing results of current efforts such as Healthy Families
Pinellas. On-going publicity provides the community with real life
examples of both the Resiliency Model and the Results Model.

0

providing training activities through the JWB Training Center
showcasing resiliency models from other communities from which
we can learn.
·

0

seeking targets of opportunities in Identifying partners who are
open to and interested in the Resiliency and Results Models both
from a funding perspective and a collaboration perspective.
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o

continuing to pursue neighborhood development activities such as
Childs Park Community Change for Youth Development or
Neighborhood Family Center planning and implementation.

Fostering Wider Community Ownership
It has always been recognized that JWB cannot singularty impact the entire support
and service system for children and families within Pinellas County. Significantly
impacting results both in asset development and risk reduction must be a community
wide effort. In order to foster wider community ownership on improving the quality of
life for children and their families within our county, the following action steps are
recommended:
o

JWB should support a comprehensive social marketing campaign
regarding the Results Model and the Resiliency Model.

o

JWB should develop a learning community for those entities
engaged in asset development activities. The purpose of this
learning community is to learn from each other as well as outside
resources, but also to provide a support network. Paradigm shifts
have the nature of movements and movements need opportunities
to learn and to gamer support.

o

JWB should engage the public and civic leadership by convening
a panel of citizens and system policy makers to examine how all
the major institutions of the community could take ownership of
the Results Model and the Resiliency Model and collaboratively
address asset development and risk reduction in the three areas
of community concern.

Results Infrastructure
In order to develop the Results Model and the Resiliency Model . JWB must place
particular efforts and investment in the following:
o

Resources must be used for technical assistance and training,
research, and structured opportunities for collaboration with other
providers as well as funding.

o :

Internal systems of management must be modified to support the
two new paradigms in the most efficient and effective manner.

o

An asset mapping project must be conducted to ascertain which
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community institutions are engaged in asset development and
which particular assets they are seeking to develop.

c
0

0

0

An enhanced survey research effort must be developed in order to
develop baseline data concerning several of the objectives
identified as necessary jn the implementation plan. In addition,
survey research affords the community an opportunity to have
input as decisions are being made regarding future efforts.
Training and technical assistance must be provided to assist
existing programs to modify their programs to better reflect the
asset, support and neighborhood development emphasis of the
· Strategic Plan.
Available discretionary funds must be focused on programs and
activities reflecting the Results and Resiliency Models of the
Strategic Plan.

The Task Force is committed to this new approach for the Juvenile Welfare Board.
While the development of detailed implementation plan rests with the staff of the
Juvenile Welfare Board, each member of the Task Force has endorsed these
underlying principles as the foundation upon which the implementation plan should be
developed.
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TO:
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Lisa A. Sahulka, Director, Progra~

Dlrecto~ A~
Finance~ u

Progress in reprogramming residential treatment programs in
accordance with JWB Strategic Plan guidelines
At the May 8, 1997 meeting, the Board approved funding residential treatment
programs at Brookwood, A Young Women's Residence, Operation PAR- The Shirley
D. Coletti Academy and Carlton Manor for FY 1997-98. Additionally Commissioner
Parks moved and Dr. Diamond seconded an amendment that encouraged these
programs to submit to the Juvenile Welfare Board proposals for reprogramming their
respective programs in accordance with JWB guidelines by January 5, 1998.
The Academy is currently funded at $355,626, Brookwood at $55,274 and Carlton
Manor at $105,278. The Board approved the transfer of funding for Eckard's
residential program, The Eckard Wilderness Educational System, to the Hi-Five
Americorps program at the November 13, 1997 Board Meeting.
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Carlton Manor has been working with staff since the inception of FY 1997-98 to
develop a Family Support Services component, which would transfer JWB funding out
of residential treatment. Staff expects to have a program methodology completed for
the Board's review in April.
Pam Mesmer, Executive Director of Brookwood has not submitted a proposal for
reprogramming residential treatment funding. She reported in December that she is
developing a methodology which more clearly defines the target group and services
Brookwood provides.
oJ

Operation PAR has not submitted a proposal for reprogramming residential treatment
funding. Jeff Brown, PAR's Chief Operating Officer, reported the agency has found few
alternatives for funding the Academy, but will continue to explore other options.

Item IV.B
Regular Meeting 1/8/98

Information
TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive
Browning Spence, Director,

Direc~

Co.;,~ty Initiatives /18)

Pinellas Early Childhood Collaborative (PECC) Update
In September PECC reviewed the status of its projects and developed an action
plan to meet the agreed upon goals and objectives of the collaborative.
Training on the unified system of entry for subsidized child care was provided to
staff from Head Start, the School System and Coordinated Child Care. All
participating agencies are now connected to the system and are beginning to
enter waiting list data. The subcommittee has met with a representative of
United Way to develop a plan to educate families and the general public on
the use of the unified system. Initial implementation of the system is scheduled
for mid January.
A draft of the interlocal agreement between JWB, the Department of Children
and Families and the School System is complete and has been reviewed by the
JWB attorney. The document will be presented to the respective boards of
these agencies in January. The interlocal agreement will provide a more
formalized structure for the collaborative. PECC was invited to apply for
continuation funding from the DOE Collaborative Grant for 1997/98. The grant
application was approved and is funded through June for $87,500.00.
Over 500 early childhood professionals were in attendance at the June 14th
workshop on behavior management featuring Becky Bailey. Six scholarships
were presented to early childhood providers to attend the Summer Conference
held in Tampa. Seven educational videos were purchased and are housed at
the Clearwater Resource Library for use by providers, trainers and the general
public.
,,
The Needs Assessment report in under final revision. Child Care Resource and
Referral provided 1997 child care availability data. A survey to determine the
child care needs of WAGES clients has been developed. A staff member from
the Department of Children and Families has been assigned to coordinate this
project with the Needs Assessment Committee. The report, which will assess
the impact of Florida Welfare Reform on the need and availability of subsidized
child care, was presented at the November PECC meeting and will be released
in January.
PECC has been asked to serve as the Child Care Coordinating Committee for
the. WAGES Coalition. Members from the WAGES Coalition, Economic Services
and the Department of Labor have joined PECC.

The major projects for 1997/98 include the:
• implementation of the unified system of entry
• development of an interlocal agreement to formalize the partnership and allow
the collaborative to accept funding
• planning of collaborative training for early childhood professionals
• design and implementation of a community needs assessment to determine
the affordability and availability of early education and care services in Pinellas
County
• creation of workforce development strategies to recruit and retain high quality
early childhood staff
• development of a substitute service for child care personnel (Substitutes on
Standby)
Staff Resource Person: Mary Ann Goodrich

Item IV. C
Regular Meeting l/8/98
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FAMILY CENTERS NEWSLETTER
Fall1997

NEIGHBORHOOD FAMILY CENTERS FORM COALITION
"How could we benefit from coming together?" This is a question that the Neighborhood
Family Center directors have been discussing at their quarterly meetings since January 1997.
Peer Support - Sharing Information - Learning from Each Other - Sharing Expenses and Resources- Strength from Unity- As these and other benefits have been discussed, the value of
organizing has become obvious. Having chosen the name Coalition of Neighborhood Family
Centers, the group continues to explore and develop joint endeavors. One example is holding
training workshops for all their family support workers together. Others include sharing methods
of data collection, fiscal procedures, and community involvement.
'When partnerships, management teams, and organizations build communities, they tap into a
greater and deeper reservoir of courage, wisdom and productivity."
by Peter Gibb

Welcome to theN eighborhood Family Centers ! !
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OuvE McLIN NEIGHBORHOOD

AsiAN FAMILY AND COMMUNITY

GARDEN VILLAS NEIGHBORHOOD

EMPOWERMENT C ENTER

FAMILY CENTER

FAMILY CENTER

689 9TH STREET NoRTH

60-A SANDLEWOOD DRIVE

1900 MLK STREET SoUTil

ST.PETERSBURG, FL 33701

CLEARWATER, FL 34619

ST. PETERSBURG,FL 33705

PHoNE: 898-2991

PHONE: 725-7939

PHONE: 893-1526

CoNTACT: BUN HAP PRAK

CoNTACT: TRAcEY PEOPLES

CoNTACT: JoHNNY WATSON

F AMILY O UTREACH C ENTER UNITING

JAMES B. SANDERLIN FAMILY

SAFETY HARBOR NEIGHBORHOOD

SERVICES TO EMPOWER THE DEAF

SERVICE CENTER

FAMILY CENTER

7525 83RD STREET NORTH

2335 22ND AVENUE SOUTH

935 MAIN STREET, Sum C-4

SEMINOLE,FL 33777

ST. PETERSBURG, FL 33712

SAFETY HARBOR, FL 34695

PHONE: 399-9983

PHONE: 321 -9444

PHONE: 791-8255

CONTACT:STACIWAGNER

CoNTACT: JAMEs ROBINSON

CONTACT: PAUL SCHNEIDER

FOUNDATION VILLAGE

NORTH GREENWOOD COMMUNITY

UNION ACADEMY CULTURAL

NEIGHBORHOOD FAMILY C ENTER

FAMILY CENTER

CENTER

910 WOODLAWN AVENUE #403

1002 NORTH GREENWOOD A VENUE

40 I EAST MLK JR. DR.

CLEARWATER, FL 34619

CLEARWATER, FL 34615

TARPON SRPINGS, FL 34689

PHONE: 445-9504

PHONE: 298-8105

CONTACT: JUDY WALKER

CONTACT: BILAL HABEEB- ULLAH

PHONE: 934-5881
. C ONTACT: GWEN PERRY
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The Asian Family and Community Empowerment
Center's intergenerational program, Asians Respect Tradition (ART), has been in existence
•
three months and is growing and garnering
support. As of September 30, 1997, there were
thirty-one youth, ages 6-17 actively involved in
the program and 231 adults who act as instructors,
mentors, performers, transports, and provide
general support. In addition , there are thirty-two
volunteers, ninety percent of them are elders who
have expressed a desire to help with the group
and assist at performances. Among the activities
are martial arts classes three times per week,
dragon/dance rehearsals which include traditional
drumming, traditional language, music, dance and art
classes. The martial arts
class's "moving up ceremony" was featured in a full-page spread in the "Neighborhood Times"
section of the St. Petersburg Times. Parents were invited to the ceremony and refreshments were served by volunteers. The group was
invited to a pool party organized and sponsored by volunteers during the summer. Through
cooperation with the Pinellas County Social Services Mobile Medical Unit, participants were
given complete school and sports physicals with the consent of parents who accompanied
their children .

A stans

R espect

T radition

The ART program participants will be entertaining at an open house in
November, and will have three segments during St. Petersburg's First Night
Celebration on December 31 . The dragon/lion dancers will be featured in
the closing segment at the St. Petersburg International Museum! Five dancers - three boys and two girls - in the traditional dance troupe were given
classical ballet scholarships by the Dance Theater of Florida and will be
performing in a county-wide production of "Cinderella" during the holiday
season. Parents of the students toured the facility at the Mirror Lake Dance Academy and
received orientation into the program.
More than one hundred men and women have attended our parenting/
citizenship classes which began in July, and another class is forming and
will begin soon. A second English As A Second Language/Life Skills class
has been formed at the center, facilitated by a local businessman volunteer.
This brings the total to twenty-six who study three nights per week here.
by Bun Hap Prak, Executive Director
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Family

Outreach Center Uniting Services
(FOCUSED)
Empower the Deaf

to

A Successful Conference for Focused Families
on Deafness Program at the
to the needs of each group.
This summer FOCUSED reWorkshops took place all day on
Desert Hills Center for Youth &
ceived a one-time grant through
Saturday. The topics for the lateFamilies in Albuquerque, and
the Florida Department of ChilSteven
Hamerdinger,
director
of
deafened
families were Family
dren & Families, District 5, coorCommunication 101, Two Perthe Missouri Department of
dinated by Family Preservation
spectives-Challenges for FamiMental Health-Bureau of Deaf
and Support Services of Pinellas
Services in Jefferson City. The
lies, Sharing Issues, and We're
& Pasco Counties. This funding
allowed us to host the September Gallaudet University Regional
In It Together-Solutions for
Families. The families with deaf/
12 & 13 "Building Healthy Families" Center,
hard of hearing parents
Conference at our
children had their
or
facility. Four experts,
workshops on Your
who are themselves
members of the deaf
Child's SociaVPsychological Development,
community, came from
all over the country to
Working Successfully
present
specialized
With Your Child's
School, Supporting
information in three
different tracks:
Educational Place(1) families with hearing
ments, Discipline and
parents having deaf or
Deaf Culture, and Selfhard of hearing children;
Esteem Through Com(2) families with deaf or
munication at Home.
hard of hearing parents;
Professionals who work
and (3) families with
MARILYN KNETZER, WILMA BRAY, AND KATHY INNAMORATO,
with deaf and hard of
WHO ARE ALL DEAF THEMSELVES, SHARED THEIR EXPERIENCES RAISING
parents who became
hearing individuals also
HEARING
CHILDREN
WITH
PARENTS
AT
THE
CONFERENCE.
deaf as adults. This
participated in the
was a great opportunity
conference. We profor all types of households that
located at Flagler College in St.
vided child care for twenty-four
include members who have
Augustine, also supported this
children while seventy adults
experienced hearing loss. The
event by donating funds to print
attended the conference workconference featured presenters
and distribute our brochure to the shops. This included a number
Cheryl and Fred Heppner, from
community.
of professionals from community
Virginia, addressing the lateagencies who work with these
deafened adults and their famiFriday night began with a family
families. Participant response via
pizza dinner and social time,
lies. Cheryl is the executive
survey was very positive, including
followed by an open panel introdirector of the Northern Virginia
requests for similar conferences
Resource Center for Deaf- and
duction to the presenters. The
again next year.
by Staci Wagner
Hard of Hearing Persons, as well speakers talked about growing
as current national president for
up, their towns, homes, families,
7/ hr!J "fhanb you" fo f.6'e
the Association of Late Deafened and the communication barriers
a!/encies /hal made fhi.s aJOnderfol
Adults. Also presenting were Dr. they faced. On Saturday, they
David Sorenson, director of the
covered a variety of topics on
educafionafopporfunily a reah'fy I
National Mental Health Institute
three different tracks pertinent
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Foundation Village
Neighborhood Family Center
Our Second Anniversary Celebration was
held on Saturday, October 4. Children
enjoyed face painting by two clowns, a
petting zoo, and pony rides. Families

feasted on "Scrambled Dogs," a unique
and delicious hot dog concoction.
A board retreat was held at Nature's Resort
at Homosassa Springs on the weekend of
September 12. It was well attended by
board members and staff alike. The purpose of the retreat was twofold: to develop
a Three Year Strategic Plan for Foundation
Village Neighborhood Family Center, and
to provide a time and place where board
members and staff could become better
acquainted in a relaxed atmosphere. I think
all would agree that both missions were
accomplished.

Second Anniversary Celebration
Sandra Me Dearman, Age 3

Attendees are proud of their very first strategic plan and they returned home with a renewed
commitment and dedication to center goals.
Fall programs are well under way and plans are in the works for a "Family Christmas Party"
and an "Adults Only Holiday Party." Both events should be fun! Center members are also
planing a volunteer "Neighborhood Clean-up" Day on November 15.
The Community Outreach Department of the Tampa Bay Performing Arts
Center has been most generous in providing us with tickets to several fall
theater performances. These Sunday afternoon shows, often geared toward
children, permit family members to share some special time together.
by Judy Walker
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----------------------------------------James B. Sanderlin
Family Service Center

----------------------------------------Sanderlin Center in the Business of Empowering
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I'm Moreonnie Wright, a man on
a mission. A mission to get my
life together, physically and
mentally. Sure I've made
some bad decisions - we
all have - but you learn
from those mistakes and
you keep on going. My
new motto is:
NO MORE EXCUSES...
JUST DO IT!!!
It hit me one day after
losing my job- how, when,
and where will I start. The
Sanderlin Center came to
mind, but I still was not
sure on what services
they provided. So I began
praying, as I often do,
asking the Lord for guidance, a place to stay, to
complete my GED, and
most of all a good job. So
I started my venture over
to the Sanderlin Center,
and boy, was I glad I did.
That is how I met Ms.
Thomas, the outreach
worker, and got started in
the GED program. For those
that don't know about the GED
program, it's flexible, fun, free
and right in the neighborhood.
After being there for a couple of
months, Mr. Johnson addressed the class with a presentation on the center. I was
excited when I heard him. I
couldn't wait to get involved. Mr.
Johnson helped me with referrals for food,

transportation, and dental services. What am I going to do
with all this spare time? It's

Othell Wright and his brother,
Moreonnie Wright
eating me up. Mr. Johnson took
care of that. He referred me to
Ms. McGhee, the volunteer
coordinator, who didn't waste
any time in getting me started.
My volunteer task started off with
filing, answering phones, and
mail sorting. I even participated
in the Fun Day. I had a great
time. What a great opportunity to
meet other volunteers and board
members. Well, as they say, the

Lord works in mysterious ways.
Mr. Robinson, the center manager, offered me the opportunity
to work for the center as a
part-time janitor while
continuing school. I was
honored and surprised!
Soon I will be promoted
from part-time to full-time.
I have truly been blessed.
As I look back at my past
today, I'm a better listener,
and I have good communication skills. The onthe-job training has been
great for me. I now use
and operate different
types of machines,
change doors, windows,
locks, etc. The experience at the Sanderlin
Center has been rewarding, motivational, and I
can take it wherever I go.
Thanks to the Sanderlin
Center, I have a new
beginning, and a new
outlook on life. So if you
are looking for a change in
your life, just remember:

No More Excuses...
Just Do It!!!
The only person that can
stand in the way of
success is you.
P.S. Thanks to God I got my
wishes.

by Moreonnie Wright

--------------------------------·---------
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North Greenwood
Community Family Center
Through staff training, Young Parent's Council,
Even during their planning meetings, the young
and Youth Leadership Council, the North
parents and their children have big fun. The
Greenwood Community
Young Parent's Council has put
Family Center is making
together a calendar of events as
a positive impact on the
well. One of the events was a
North Greenwood comfamily outing to Chuck-E-Cheese.
munity. The Youth
The young parents and their chilLeadership Council's sixdren had a great time together.
week summer program
was a great success. The
To enhance the activities in the
community and better assist
youth learned employability skills, business
residents to meet their needs, the
North Greenwood Community Family Center's
development, African-American history and
staff
attended the National Black Child Developculture, and organizational skills. The youth
ment Institute Conference in Atlanta, Georgia.
used their organizational skills to plan and
Staff gained vital information from a series of
implement community service projects. Some
workshops and seminars.
of these projects included park clean-ups and
working with children in nearby childcare
Through the Juvenile Welfare
facilities. They also used
Board, the North Greenwood
their organizational skills
Community
Family Center
to put together their own
•
•
Youth
•
•
provided an anger management
calendar of events. In
•
•
Leadership
•
workshop for the public. Mr.
addition, the youth en•
•
•
Kim Townsel facilitated a series
joyed an educational or
•
•
Council
•
•
of fun, informative, and practirecreational field trip
cal workshops.
each week. The six-week
program ended with their
Currently, the North Greenwood Community
graduation. On this day the youth were able to
Family Center is working with the City of
present to family and friends what they accomClearwater's Human Resource Department to
plished and what they project to do in the 1997I
provide an on-going job fair for the North Green98 year. One of the projects was a youth dance.
wood residents. The City of Clearwater Human
More than two hundred youth participated in an
Resource Department will be on site to accept
evening of music and positive socialization.
applications and answer specific questions about
obtaining employment in various departments.
Another planning group at the North Greenwood
The
job fair is centrally located at the Martin L.
Community Family Center is the Young
King Jr. Center. This gives residents without
Parent's Council. The Young Parent' s Council
transportation the opportunity to apply for a City
continues to actively meet and plan activities for
of Clearwater job.
young parents and their children.
by Steve Bell

Young
Parent's
Council

6

CITIZENS ALLIANCE FOR PROGRESS
After School Program is in Full Swing

c

The After School Program
sponsored by Citizens Alliance for Progress (CAP) is
nearly ten years old. It was
the first youth program established by this organization. It
started with community and
board volunteers assisting
neighborhood children with
their homework. This program has now grown to
include three certified teachers and volunteers from the
community and St. Pete
Junior College. This program
serves sixty-five students
from kindergarten through
twelfth grade.
Participants in the AfterSchool Program start arriving
at 2:30 p.m. With the
program lasting until
6:00p.m., students from the
middle school who don't
arrive until 4:30 p.m. are able
to take advantage of this
opportunity.
The primary focus of this program is to assist students with
their homework. However,
reinforcement is given in the

areas of language arts and
math. Much of the reinforcement
comes from interactive software. Our computer lab is used
daily by these students as a
learning tool. African and
African-American history is also
incorporated in the program as a
means of building self-esteem.
Because of the positive reputation this program has in the
community, parents are eager
to enroll their children. The
program fee is only $2.50 which
is the price of a Junior CAP
membership. Other requirements are:
1. Parents must attend
monthly parent meetings.
2. Report cards and
progress reports must be
made available to CAP
teachers.
3. Students must attend
regularly.
4. Parents must participate
in after school conferences
when necessary.
5. Parents are required to
sign a contract agreeing
to these guidelines.

As part of our commitment to
academic excellence, the
program director interacts with
the school administrators

and teachers of our students.
This gives us a better insight
into the strengths and weaknesses of our participants
and how our teachers can
plan activities that will
support their academic
growth. During the last two
years, five of our participants
have been honored as Doorway
Scholars.
The staff of Citizens Alliance
for Progress expects that
each child must work to the
best of his/her ability. So
expectations of our students
are high. For those obtaining
an honor roll or dean's list
status, they are rewarded for
their efforts during the fall
and spring semesters.
These students are taken on
field trips to Celebration
Station , Busch Gardens,

Honor Roll & Dean's List =
Reward!!

Disney World , or Universal
Studios. For children in our
community, we provide a
safe, structured environment
where learning is a priority.
by Gwen Perry
7

WHAT IS A NEIGHBORHOOD FAMILY CENTER?
A

NEIGHBORHOOD FAMILY CENTER IS A PLACE IN YOUR

EACH CENTER OFFERS A VARIETY OF SERVICES AND

NEIGHBORHOOD WHERE FAMILIES COME TOGETHER TO

ACTIVITIES, BUT ALL INCLUDE THESE CORE SERVICES, AS

MEET EACH OTHER, HAVE FUN TOGETHER, LEARN TO-

DESIGNED BY EACH CENTER:

GETHER, AND SUPPORT EACH OTHER.
*PARENTING SKILLS AND PARENT SUPPORT GROUPS
EVERYONE IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD IS WELCOME, AND
THE CENTERS MAKE A SPECIAL EFFORT TO INVOLVE

* LINKAGES TO HEALTH CARE AND COMMUNITY
SERVICES

YOUNG FAMILIES AND FAMILIES WITH VERY YOUNG

* CHILD DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES

CHILDREN .

*FAMILY LITERACY
* EMPLOYMENT-RELATED ACTIVITIES

GOVERNED BY MEMBERS OF ITS COMMUN ITY, EACH

* COMMUN ITY MEETINGS AND ACTIVITIES

CENTER IS UNIQUE, DRAWING FROM THE STRENGTHS AND

* CHILD CARE FOR PARENTS WHILE THEY ARE

RESOURCES THAT EXIST IN THE COMMUN ITY AND RE-

PARTICIPATING IN CENTER ACTIVITIES
* OUTREACH

SPONSIVE TO NEEDS AS THEY ARISE .

Come visit sometime!
For more information about the Neighborhood Family Centers....
Please contact Connie Caldwell (547-5625), program consultant for the Juvenile
Welfare Board in the Community Planning and Development Department,
located at 6698 68th Avenue North, Pinellas Park, FL 33781-5060.

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY

6698 68th Avenue North, Suite A
Pinellas Park, FL 33781 -5060

BULK RATE
U.S. Postage

PAID
St. Petersburg, FL

PERMIT #6184
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Healthy Kids Pinellas County Monthly Funding Report
Attached is a copy of the monthly report of funding activities conducted by the
Healthy Kids Pinellas County (HKPC) during the month of December of 1997.
This information is being provided in response to the Board's action at the May
8, 1997 meeting when funding for HKPC was approved.

c

The attached report was generated by the HKPC program and is presented as
it was received.

•'

FUNDING REPORT
HEALTHY KIDS OF PINELLAS COUNTY
Reporting Period:

December, 1997

NOTATION TO JWB BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
Most of the activity conducted by the Healthy
Kids Advisory Council during December, 1997 involved responding to a request from the local service
provider (HIP of Florida) for a premium increase of approximately $9/month. Considerable time was
taken by the Advisory Council in assessing the impact of the premium increase on local program
participants, partipularty those participants who are on the "full pay" program. The Advisory Council
also had to deal with issues related to participation by an "IPA" at All Children's Hospital and the
impact the loss of the IPA would have on local families. As a result of these Issues and the fact that
the Chair of the Advisory Counal was out of town most of the month of December, little action was
taken by the Advisory Council to expand the base of local match funding.
I. NEW FUNDING SOURCES COMMITTED DURING THIS REPORTING PERIOD

Funding
Amount

Name and Address
No New Funding Committed
During This Reporting Period

-

$

Initial
Funding
Date

Ending
Funding
Date

N/A

N/A

II. PREVIOUSLY REPORTED FUNDING SOURCES THAT HAVE BEEN WITHDRAWN

Name and Address
Not Applicable

Amount
Pledged

Amount
Rec'd To
Date

Date Funding
Terminated/
Pledge
Withdrawn

N/A

N/A

N/A

Ill. NEW SOURCES IDENTIFIED AS POTENTIAL FUNDERS

Description of Fund-Raising Effort

Name and Address
N/A

IV. ADDITIONAL FUND-RAISING ACTIVITIES
The Healthy Kids Advisory Council will meet on January 9, 1998 to assign responslbility for funding
contacts at the businesses, banks, foundations, cMc assoc:iiltjoos and fraternal organizations
identified by the Business Commltee. Additionally, at that time the N1visoty Council may have
additional information regarding fiMt ~ of the State's apptic:aOon for Title XX' funding. The receipt
of Title XXI funds will have an impact on the local match requirement and may change the approach
used by the Advisory Council in soliciting funds from other potential local sponsors.

BOARD MEETING, 1/08/98 ITEM IV.E.
PERSONNEL REPORT FOR DECEMBER 1997
JWB ADMINISTRATION
New Hires:

Separations:
Transfers:
Promotions:
Reclassification:
Salary Actions:
Anniversaries :

Staff Items:
NEW HIRES
License Board:
Marriage & Family:
SEPARATIONS
Coordinated Child Care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:
TRANSFERS
Coordinated Child Care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:
JMOTIONS
Coordinated Child Care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:
RECLASSIFICATION
Coordinated Child Care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:
SALARY ACTIONS
Coordinated Child Care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:
ANNIVERSARIES
Coordinated Child Care:

License Board:

Marriage & Family:
STAFF ITEMS
Coordinated Child Care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:

Winn, Krista - Director R&D - 12/1/97
Murray, Barbara - Executive Assistant to Exec. Dir. - 12/8/97
Cox, Trenia - Contract Mgr/Programs & Finance - 1 2/1 0/97
Needham, Pamela- Contract Mgr/Prog. & Finance- 12/15/97
Decker, Robert- 12/30/97
None
None
None
None
Wilson, Marleen - 12/07/87- Ten Years
Simpson, Judith- 12/08/93- Four Years
Hudson, Janice - 12/04/95 - Two Years
None
Barnes, Rosemary - Licensing Specialist- 12/01/97
Rodriquez, Myrna- Temporary- 12/08/97
None
Clark, Norlyn - 12/19/97
Baker-Gayne, Mary Ellen - 12/02/97
None
Harmeson, Tiffany from PCLB Food Program to PCLB - 1 2/29/97
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
Bell, Jerewyl - 1 2/07/8 7 - Ten Years
Jamison, Liza - 12/18/89- Eight Years
Burton, Kathy - 12/21 /92 - Five Years
Beagles, Gloria J.- 12/03/90- Seven Years
Rachal, Ruth Elaine- 12/02/91 -Six Years
Vaughn, Linda K. - 12/02/91 -Six Years
Hutcheson, Elaine - 12/11 /95- Two Years
Dye, Gladys - 12/07/92.- Five Years
None
None
None

[/ ~ 1~0)
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Media News

Item #IV-G

c

18 THE WEEKLY CHALLENGER. SATURDAY, N~VEMBER 22, 1997 .

Youth Arts Corps
Planning Family
Holiday Festival
a desiJe to ba\'e fun and k>
ST. PE'IERSBUR~
Expess yowself through the
expezic:nce the arts wilh a
team of auing.laleDed, and
arts and take part in the pJanniDg and hosting of a Family excited artisls. woo koows,
you oould be the nextAngela
Holiday Festival for your
mmmunily. The Youth Ads
Bassett, Wesley Snipes,
Quincy Jones, or Alice
Corps at Wildwood ~ a me
after school program offer.;
~ Cane and explore
your hidden 1alenls.
ing youth ,ages 13-17 the
opportunity to work with
To join the Youth Ads
professional vSJai. litaary,
Corps at Wildwood, simply
call893-2354 or drop by the
and~ artisls. On
Dec:anber20th, the program . center Monday-ThUISday
will 5p(DiOI' a Family Holi4:45 - 8:00 p.m. and see
day Festival featuring what all the exciranem is
mythm, tbealre, and podly about. The YOUibAns Corps
perfoniJalas by Youth Ads at Wildwood is loc:alaf at the
Corps membeiS along wilh Juvenile Justice Center
gift-maldng workshops (aams fian the Wildwood
designed to create gifts Recrcatian Cena), 9SS 26th SUed Swab in St. Pelle. .
which the whole family can
The Youth Ans Corps is
make~
Youth 11e needed 10 per- funded by the JUYalile W:lfunD at the Festival, &ist fale Board ofPineiiB OJun..
with gift-making work- ~ the florida Dept. of
shops. and to beJp transform State/Division of Cultural
the CleiJirr imo a Holiday Affairs, the Dept. ofJuvenile
Justice, and the PiDellas
~NobmeradS
c:xpew ient~ is nee a1y, just Cotay Ans O.g:.il
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Regular Board Meeting of:
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Item# IV. H.

SITE VISIT
SCHEDULE & SUMMARIES

C

c

PROG~S&FrnANCEDEPARTMENT

RATING CRITERIA

FOR
MEASURABLE OBJEC'IlVES

Obje<..1ive Exceeded

101~+

Objective Met

100~

Objective Substantially Met

95- 99~

Objective performance Needs Improvement
Objective Performance Seriously Deficient

70-94~

Below70~

Outstanding

Exceeded or met 1OOC1 of objectives

Excellent

Exceeded, met. or substantially met 90C1 of objectives

Satisfactory

Exceeded, met or substantially met at least 70~ of objectives

Unsatisfactory

Exceeded, met. or substantially met less than 70C1 of objectives

.

c
SITE VISIT SCHEDULE
DECEMBER 1997

Family Service Center
Sexual Assault Services Program
Victim Services

c

c

January 21, 1997

Board Members are invited to participate in site visits. For information, please contact Lisa Sahulka, 5475643.

SITE VISIT SUMMARIES

FOR:
Pinellas County Health DepartmentNortheast High School Health Services Program

SITE VISIT SUMMARY
AGENCY:
PROGRAM:

Pinellas County Health Department
Northeast High School Health
Services Program

FISCAL YEAR:
TOTAL BUDGET:
JWB ALLOCATION:
COST PER VISIT:

1997-98
$295,709
$195,436
$35

(FY96-87)

DATE OF SITE VISIT: October 16, 1997
The Northeast High School Health Services Program Is a cooperative effort of the Pinellas County Health Department,
the Pinellas County School Board, and All Children's Hospital. The clinic offers year round on-site diagnostic health
treatment and clinical c;ounseling services to all students enrolled at Northeast High School.
During the site visit, we spoke with clinic staff and four students; reviewed programmatic records and medical charts;
verified objective and minimum service level data; and completed a review for cont~ compliance.
During FY 1996-97, the program provided 8,246 clinic visits for students reaching 110% of the target for clinic visits.
All of the program's measurable objectives were met. The active case load at the time of the visit was 1,721 student~.
The program has Improved triage, Increased the doctor's time, decreased the waiting time, and contl...,es as a training
center for nursing students and All Children's Hospital residents. Program concerns were the lack of adolescent
health Insurance coverage for youth not covered by medicaid and the recent loss of the clinic's Mritionist. The Nurse
Practitioner who 1"1)1emented the clinic six years ago wiU retire In April.
There are no programmatic recommendations.

JWB fiscal staff detennlned that the Pinellas County Health Department needed to develop a procedure to notify the
grants accountant whenever any state check which paid a grant-related JWB reimbursed expense was cancelled.
Further, back up documentation should not be Included with their reimbursement forms. These procedures were
Implemented Immediately.

Cortract Manager: Dorothy Jennings

c

Regular Board Meeting of: January 8, 199E

Item #IV-I

Training Center
Monthly Update of Planned Activities
January 1- January 31, 1998
,,

c

c

PROfESSIONALS TRAINED;
DEC.
DEC.
DEC.

228
740
598

1995:
1996:
1997:

YTD 1994/5:
YTD 1995/6:
YTD 1996n:

2,667
3,230
2,290

YTD 1994/5:
YTD 1995/6:
YTD 1996n:

342
993
1,193

COMMUNITY EDUCATION PARTICIPANTS;
DEC.
DEC.
DEC.

1995:
1996:
1997: ·

25
338
160

TOTAL NUMBER OF TRAINEES;
PROFESSIONALS AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION;
DEC.

1997:

758

YTD 1997/98:

3.483

c
PROFESSIONALS TRAINED AND
COMMUNITY EDUCATION PARTICIPANTS;
1997/1998
1996/1997
1995/1996
1994/1995
1993/1994
1992/1993

c

3,483
16,937
9,985
10,971
23,518
18,037

YEAR TO DATE CYTDl
1991/1992
1990/1991
1989/1990
1988/1989
1987/1988

14,202
10,790
12,193
13,459
8,045

JWB TRAINING CENTER MONTHLY UPDATE OF PLANNED ACTIVITIES

DATE

SITE

PLANNED ACTIVITY

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

PRESENTOR(S)

TYPE

116/98

INTRODUCfiON TO REALrrY
THERAPY

JWB

THIS WORKSHOP W/U INTRODUCE JAMES NOYES
PARTICIPANTS TO THE BASIC
TENETS OF REAliTY THERAPY

PROFESSIONAL

1/6198

YOUTH ON THE MOVE

OUVEB.MCUN

THIS IS A CHIWREN'S SERVICES
COMMITIEE MEETING

JIM ANDREWS, MA.

COMMUNITY
EDUCATION

116198
&
118!98

NURTURING INTERGENERATIONAL
RELATIONSHIPS

SUNSHINE CENTER

PARTICIPANTS INVOLVED IN AN
INTERGENERATIONAL PROGRAM
FUNDED BY JWB WIU LEARN HOW
TO NURTURE RELATIONSHIPS

SUSAN BISZEWSKJ-EBER, MA. COMMUNITY
JANICE HUDSON, M.ED.
EDUCATION
JIM ANDREWS, MA.
RJ. DOODY, PhD.
GARY DUDEU, PhD.

1/7198

BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT
STRATEGIES FOR TODAY' S KIDS

JWB

THIS WORKSHOP WIU PROVIDE
BEHAVIORAL TECHNIQUES AND
COMMUNICATION SKJUS FOR
PARENTS

STEVEN O'BRIEN, PsyD., PA

PROFESSIONAL

118198

DEVELOPING SOCIAL SKIUS
INCH/WREN

SAFETY HARBOR
NEIGHBORHOOD
CENTER

PARTICIPANTS WIU LEARN
CREATWE ACTWITIES FOR
DEVELOPING SOCIAL SKJUS IN
YOUNG CHIWREN

JACK HARTMANN, MA.

COMMUNITY
EDUCATION

1/9198

THE MOVE TOWARDS
INDEPENDENCE

JWB

PARTIC/PANTS WIU DEVELOP
KIM TOWNSEL
SKIUS TO ASSIST YOUTH MAKING
THE TRANSITION TO INDEPENDENT
UVING

PROFESSIONAL

1/9

MANAGING STRESS

PTEC

THIS WORKSHOP IS FOR A CLASS
OF TEEN PARENTS ON MANAGING
STRESS

COMMUNITY
EDUCATION

.J

G

JIM ANDREWS, MA.

(

\..

DATE

1/12198

PLANNED ACTIVITY

SITE

BRIEF DESCRIYI'ION

PRESENTOR(S)

'

TYPE

MAJOR CONFERENCE:
ASSESSING RESiliENCY: A WOK
AT PRACTICE AND APPliCATION

GOOD SAMARITAN
CHURCH

PARTICIPANTS W/U DEVELOP
SKJUS FOR OBJECTIVELY ASSESSlNG RESIUENCY FACTORS IN
YOUTH AND FAMiliES

BEliNDA BISCOE, Ph.D.

1/13/98

PRACTICAL TIPS FOR
PRODUCTIVE MEETINGS

JWB

THIS WORKSHOP WIU DESCRIBE
TECHNIQUES FOR MAKING YOUR
MEETINGS MORE PRODUCTIVE

JIM ANDREWS, M.A.

1/13198

DEVEWPING BALANCED,
CAPABLE YOUTH

FAMiliES, YOUTH, FACULTY, AND
RJ. DOODY, Ph.D.
LAKEVIEW
FUNDAMENTAL ELEM ADMINISTRATION WJU ACQUIRE
KIM TOWNSEL
SKIUS RELATED TO DEVELOPING
SCHOOL
WHOLENESS AND HEALTH IN YOUTI

COMMUNITY
EDUCATION

1113198

DEVEWPING DRUG-FREE YOUTH

SHORECREST PREP
SCHOOL

FAMJUES, YOUTH, FACULTY, AND
RJ. DOODY, Ph.D.
ADMINISTRATION WIU ACQUIRE
KIM TOWNSEL
SKIUS RELATED TO DEVELOPING
WHOLENESS AND HEALTH IN YOUTf.

COMMUNITY
EDUCATION

1114198

ONE LAST CHANCE: RESCUE AND
REHABIUTATION OF A MINORITY
JUVENILE OFFENDER

JWB

PARTICIPANTS WIU STUDY THE
CASE OF A BOOTCAMP ALUMNUS

ROBERT FORD, Ph.D.
BJU CLYBURN, Ph.D.
LEE VAUIER, M.A.
MANATEE BOOT
COMMANDER

PROFESSIONAL

1/141/16/98

B.E.S.T. INITIATIVE
FOUNDATIONS OF YOUTH
DEVEWPMENT RETREAT

DAYSPRINGS
ELLENTON, FL

THIS IS A TWO AND ONE-HALF DAY
RETREAT WHICH LEADS TO
CERTIFICATION IN FOUNDATIONS
OF YOUTH DEVELOPMENT

SUSAN BISZEWSKI-EBER, M.A. COMMUNITY
JANICE HUDSON, M.ED.
EDUCATION
JIM ANDREWS, M.A.
RJ. DOODY, Ph.D.

1/14/98

ABUSE,NEGLEC~AND

EXCHANGE CENTER
OF THE SUNCOAST

THIS IS A CHIWREN' S SERVICES
COMMmEE MEETING

JIM ANDREWS, M.A.

DEPENDENCY

1/15198

NEW BREAKTHROUGHS IN
BRAIN RESEARCH

PROFESSIONAL

I
I

WIL BLECHMAN, M.D.
IN THIS EVENING WORKSHOP
FIRST UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH PARTICIPANTS WIU GAIN NEW
INSIGHTS INTO CURRENT RESEARCIJ
OF PINELLAS PARK

PROFESSIONAL

PROFESSIONAL

COMMUNITY
EDUCATION

TYPE

SITE

PLANNED ACI1VITY

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

PRESENTOR(S)

TYPE

1116198

MAJOR WORKSHOP:
NEW BREAKTHROUGHS IN
BRAIN RESEARCH

ST. PAUL'S UNITED
PARTICIPANTS WILL GAIN NEW
WIL BLECHMAN, M.D.
METHODIST CHURCH INSIGHTS INTO CURRENT RESEARCh

1116/98

KIDS IN GANGS

JWB

PARTICIPANTS WILL GAIN INSIGHTS LT. TOM GAVIN
IN YOUTH INVOLVED WITH GANGS

PROFESSIONAL

1120/98

YOUTH ON THE MOVE

OLIVE B. MCUN

THIS IS A CHIWREN' S SERVICES
COMMI1TEE MEETING

COMMUNITY
EDUCATION

1121198

DEVELOPING DRUG-FREE YOUTH

SHORECREST PREP
SCHOOL

FAMIUES, YOUTH, FACULTY, AND
RJ. DOODY, Ph.D.
ADMINISTRATION WILL LEARN ABOC. II
JWB RESEARCH RELATED TO
YOUTHFUL SUBSTANCE ABUSE

COMMUNITY
EDUCATION

1121/98

MENTORJNG ROUNDTABLE

BIG BROTHERS/
BIG SISTERS

THIS IS A CHIWREN'S SERVICES
COMMI1TEE MEETING

JIM ANDREWS, M.A.

COMMUNITY
EDUCATION

1121198

CHIW CARE ADVOCACY
COMMITTEE

JWB

THIS IS A CHIWREN'S SERVICES
COMMI1TEE MEETING

JIM ANDREWS

PROFESSIONAL

1122198

INCREASING THE HEALTH OF THE
HELPER

JWB

PARTICIPANTS WILL FOCUS ON
MAINTAINING AND INCREASING
THEIR PERSONAL HEALTH AND
FITNESS

RJ. DOODY, Ph.D.

PROFESSIONAL

1122/98

MASTER OF THE SEVEN C' S

THE HAVEN SPOUSE
ABUSE SHELTER

PARENTS WILL LEARN HOW TO
FOSTER SELF-DIRECTEDNESS IN
YOUTH IN HEALTHY WAYS

RJ. DOODY, Ph.D.

COMMUNITY
EDUCATION

1/22
&
1129198

CO-OP EXTENSION FOUNDATIONS
OF YOUTH DEVEWPMENT
TRAINING

COOPERATIVE
EXTENSION OFFICE,
LARGO

SESSIONS I & 2 OF FOUNDATIONS
SUSAN BISZEWSKI-EBER, M.A. COMMUNITY
OF YOUTH DEVEWPMENT TRAININ(
EDUCATION
WHICH LEADS TO CERTIFICATION

.

JIM ANDREWS, M.A.

PROFESSIONAL

I

DATE \

J

PLANNED ACTIV/1Y

SITE

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

PRESENTOR(S)

TYPE

1123/98

B.E.S.T. INITIATIVE INTERMEDIATE
YOUTH DEVELOPMENT TRAINING
SESSION 5

JWB

THE FIFTH AND LAST SESSION
LEADING TO CERTIFICATION IN
INTERMEDIATE YOUTH
DEVELOPMENT

SUSAN BISZEWSKI-EBER, MA COMMUN/1Y
RJ. DOODY, PhD..
EDUCATION

1127198

B.E.S.T. INITIATIVE MONTHLY
FORUM

JWB

THIS MONTH'S TOPIC WIU FOCUS
ON THE HEALTH OF THE HELPER

SUSAN BISZEWSKI-EBER, MA. COMMUN/1Y
EDUCATION

1128198

TEAM BUIWING

DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH

THIS WORKSHOP WIU PROVIDE
TECHNIQUES FOR DEVELOPING
EFFECTIVE TEAMS IN THE
WORKPLACE

JIM ANDREWS, MA.

PROFESSIONAL

1129198

MAXIMIZJNG PROFESSIONAL AND
PERSONAL PERFORMANCE

JWB

THIS WORKSHOP WILL DEAL WITH
TECHNIQUES FOR MAXIMIZJNG
EFFECTIVENESS IN THERAPEUTIC
ENVIRONMENT

GARY BATIANE, MA.

PROFESSIONAL

1129198

DEVELOPING BALANCED, CAPABLE SAFETY HARBOR
YOUTH
NEIGHBORHOOD
FAMILY CENTER

PARENTS WILL LEARN ABOUT
WHOLENESS AND HEALTH IN
YOUTH

RJ. DOODY, PhD.

COMMUN/1Y
EDUCATION

1130/98

TRUE COWRS: A COWR KEY
FOR WORKING WITH FAMIUES

PARTIC/PANTS WIU LEARN ABOUT
PERSONAUTY TYPES AND HOW TO
BETTER RELATE TO FAMIUES·

MARCIA MCKENZiE

PROFESSIONAL

JWB

THt: IK>ARD. COUNCIL. COMMISSION, AUTHORITY, OR COMMITTEE ON
WHICH I SERVE IS A UNIT OF:

MAlliN(; ADDRES.ct

: (TI y

COUNH'

X (.'OUNTY

' ) OTHU I.OCAL AGENCY

NAJ.tE OF POLITICAL SUBDIVISION:

p,·Nt-LLA,S
DATE ON WHKH VOU: OCCURRED

I - <? - q \?

MY POSITION IS:

:_:

ELECTIVE

: J APPOINTIVE

WHO MUST FlU FORM I I
This form is for usc by any person serving at the county, city, or other local level of government on an appointed or elected board,
council, commission, authority, or committee. It applies equally to members of advisory and non-advisory bodies who arc presented
with a voting conflict of interest under Section 112.3143, Florida Statutes. The requirements of this Jaw are mandatory; although
the usc of this particular form is not required by law, you are encouraged to use it in making the disclosure required by law.
Your responsibilities under the Jaw when faced with a measure in which you have a conflict of interest will vary greatly depending
on whether you hold an elective or appointive position. For this reason, please pay close attention to the instructions on this form
before completing the reverse side and filiz:tg the form.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLIANCE WITH SECTION 112.3143, FLORIDA STATUTES
ELECTED OFFICERS:
A person holding elective county, munidpal, or other local public office MUST ABSTAIN from voting on a measure which inures
to his special private gain. Each local officer also is prohibited from knowingly voting on a measure which inures to the special
gain of a principal (other than a government agency) by whom he is retained.
In either case, you should disclose the conflict:
PRIOR TO THE VOTE BEING TAKEN by publicly stating to the assembly the nature of your interest in the measure on
which you are abstaining from voting; and
WITHIN 15 DAYS AFTER THE VOTE OCCURS by completing and filing this form with the person responsible for recording
the minutes of the meeting, who should incorporate the form in the minutes.

APPOINTED OFFICERS:
A person holding appointive county, municipal, or other local public office MUST ABSTAIN from voting on a measure which
inures to his special private gain. Each local officer also is prohibited from knowingly voting on a measure which inures to the
special gain of a principal (other than a government agency) by whom he is retained.
·
·
A person holding an appointive local office otherwise may participate in a matter in which he has a conflict of interest, but must
disclose the nature of the conflict before making any attempt to influence the decision by oral or written communication, whether
made by the officer or at his direction.
IF YOU INTEND TO MAKE ANY ATTEMPT TO INFWENCE THE DECISION PRIOR TO THE MEETING AT WHICH
THE VOTE WILL BE TAKEN:
• You should complete and file this form (before making any attempt to influence the decision) with the person responsible for
recording the minutes of the meeting, who will incorporate the form in the minutes.
• A copy of the form should be pro,·ided immediately to the other members of the agency.
• The form should be read publicly at the meeting prior to consideration of the matter in which you have a conflict of interest.

. .. ·- ....

...

-----------------

I

IF YOU MAKE NO AlTEMPT TO INFLUENCE THE DECISION EXCEPT BY DISCUSSION AT THE MEETING:
• You should disclose orally the nature of your connict in the measure before panicipating.
• You should complete the form and file it within IS days after the vote occurs with the person responsible for recording the minute:.
of the meeting, who should incorporate the form in the minutes.

DISCLOSURE OF LOCAL OFFICER'S INTIRIIT
I,

I HoweeJ)

Hiax..c:v\1i

, hereby disclose that on

___./' --- S?
:::.c. . __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , 19

CJ~ :

(a} A measure came or will come before my agency which (check one)
__ inured to my special private gain; or
__ inured to the special gain of - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . by whom I am retained.
(b) The measure before my agency and the nature of my interest in the measure is as follows:

Pir1 u. .LA·S

Co~Tj E:~::)"LO OL DLLPCk.-i~il:J~~C-rfl ~~ i <$
(ll~··doNc.b 1r--JYhcc Ftc_.naf'J 0\~o I~JL~ ~

.I NTU..L a Q.,A L

~~£....,<c.__l(:..fY\ V'fl

Date Filed

NOTICE: UNDER PROVISIONS OF FLORIDA STATUTES §112.317 (1985), A FAIWRE TO MAKE ANY REQUIRED
DISCLOSURE CONSTITUTES GROUNDS FOR AND MAY BE PUNISHED BY ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING:
IMPEACHMENT, REMOVAL OR SUSPENSION FROM OFFICE OR EMPLOYMENT, DEMOTION, REDUCTION IN
SALARY, REPRIMAND, OR A CIVIL PENALTY NOT TO EXCEED SS,OOO.
CE FORM ~8 - 10-K6
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1998 Chairman Appointments - Appointed at 1/6/98 BCC Meeting
COMMITIEE/BOARD VACANCIES REQUIRING APPOINTMENTS BY THE CHAIR:

DATA PROCESSING BOARD (One Year Appointment)
(Two Commissioners Serve)
Present Appointments:

Commissioner I odd

Todd

Commissioner Harris

Harris

ELECTION CANVASSING BOAR.Q (One Year Appointment)
Present Appointment:

Commissioner Stewart

Stewart

FOUNDATION OF MENTAL HEALTH OF PINELLAS. [NC. (Three Year Appointment)
Present Appointments:

Gail Clark
Richard Cristini

INDUSTRY COUNCIL (One Year Appointment)
Present Appointment:

Commissioner Stewart

Todd

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD (One Year Appointment)
Present Appointment:

Commissioner Parks

Harris

METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION CMPO) (One Year Appointment)
Present Appointments:

Commissioner Parks
Commissioner Seibert
Commissioner Stewart

Parks
Seibert
Stewart

PINELLAS COUNTY ARTS COUNCIL (One Year Appointment)
Present Appointment:

Commissioner Todd

Todd

PINELLAS COUNTY LICENSE BOARD FOR CHILDRENS CENTERS ru'ID FAMILY DAY CARE HOMES
(One Year Appointment)
Present Appointment:

Commissioner Todd

Harris

PINELLAS PLANNING COUNCIL (Currently Serving Two Year Appointment)
Present Appointment:

Commissioner Todd

Stewart

PINELLAS SVNCOAST TRANSIT AUTHORITY (One Year .-\ppointment)
Present Appointment:

Commissioner Stewart

Harris

PLUMBING & MECHANJCAL BOARD FOR EXAMINING. ADJUSTMENTS AND APPEALS (One Year Appt.)
Two Appointments by Chairman- Shall be Mechanical Contractors Particularly with Heating and Air Conditioning
Experience.
Present Appointments:

David Medford
Jack Joyner

TAMPA BAY REGIONAL PLANNING COUNCIL CTBRPC) (One Year Appointment)
(Two Commissioners Serve - One is Alternate)
Present Appointments:
(Alternate)

Commissioner Seibert
Commissioner I odd

Seibert
Todd

VALUE ADJUSTMENT BOARD (One Year Appointment)
(Three Board Members Appointed Each Year)
Present Appointments:

Commissioner Parks

Parks

Commissioner Todd

Stewart

Commissioner Harris

Harris

WEST COAST REGIONAL WATER SUPPLY AUTHORITY (One Year Appointment)
Present Appointment:

c

Commissioner Seibert

Alternate

Seibert
Parks

'

.

MISCELLANEOUS COMMITTEES/BOARDS ON WHICH COMMISSIONERS SERVE:

AGENCY ON BAY MANAGEMENT:

Commissioner Seibert

AREA AGENCY ON AGING:

Commissioner Parks

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION COMMITTEE:

Chairman of the Board of County Commissioners.

CIRCUIT CONFLICT COMMITTEE :

Commissioner Seibert

COMMISSION ON ACCREDITATION OF ALLIED HEALTH: Commissioner Harris
COMMUTER RAIL AUTHORITY. TAMPA BAY: Commissioner Harris
EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES AUTHORITY: Board of County Commissioners
FIRE PROTECTION AUTHORITY:

Board of County Commissioners

FLORIDA ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES CFAC):Commissioner Parks, Commissioner Seibert
Commissioner Harris, Commissioner Todd (By Virtue of Past
Office)
.::LORIDA LEAGUE OF CITIES (Board of Directors): Commtssioner Stewart
LOCAL GOVERNMENT II:

Commissioner Stewart

OLD GANDY BRIDGE OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE: Commissioner Seibert and Commissioner Todd
PUBLIC SAFETY COORDINATING COUNCIL: Chairman or His/Her Designee - Commissioner Parks
PUBLIC SCHOOLS CONSTRUCTION STUDY COMMISSION: Commissioner Harris
TAMPA BAY COMMUNITY REINVESTMENT CORPORATION: Commissioner Harris
TOURIST DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL. PINELLAS COUNTY: Chairman of the BCC.
WAGES LOCAL COALITION: Commissioner Stewart

c

WATER AND NAVIGATION AUTHORITY:

Board of County Commissioners

WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT BOARD:

Commissioner Stewart

